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EDITORS’ INTRODUCTION 

“The secret of the psychoanalytic method is the very engagement of a discourse wherein the fixity and certainty of 
any proferred epistemic configuration are dislodged… what psychoanalysis offers, the subject is thus its discourse 
as Otherwise.” 

Barratt, B. (1993) Psychoanalysis and the Postmodern Impulse: Knowing and Being Since Freud’s Psychology. Johns 
Hopkins University Press: Baltimore (p. 42). 

Welcome to the third issue of Other/Wise. We are pleased to announce the debut of a section called “Entering the 
Consulting Room,” featuring articles that focus on clinical material. We are announcing the debut of a second 
section, “Autobiographical Discoveries: Our Psyches, Our Selves,” featuring articles that focus on the personal 
journey. 

Other/Wise will periodically feature artwork, poetry, and short stories that illuminate internal unconscious process 
or any aspect of the human condition that engages us from a depth perspective. 

Articles, art work, poetry, and short stories should be submitted electronically to Richard Raubolt, 
r.raubolt@gmail.com. 

Richard Raubolt, Co-Editor 
Merle Molofsky, Co-Editor

mailto:r.raubolt@gmail.com�
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ENTERING THE CONSULTING ROOM

METAPHOR, RE-ENACTMENT, AND TRAUMA: THE CASE OF THE BOY WHO WATCHED 
TELEVISION 

By Frederick Feirstein 

This paper was presented at the 19th Annual Interdisciplinary Conference of the International 
Forum for Psychoanalytic Education, Boston, November 2008. An earlier version was presented at 
the 34th Annual Conference of the National Association for the Advancement of Psychoanalysis, 
October 2006. 

In my case study “The Bag Lady And Her Bag Of Jewels” (2006), I showed how a key metaphor expressed as a cliché 
in the first session and repeated throughout treatment represented a series of remembered traumas. Here in the 
case of “The Boy Who Watched Television” a single fully repressed trauma was played out in the transference and 
bewildering re-enactments. The latter presented as one would express disparate associations to a dream — in 
casual, seemingly unrelated comments before the dream is told. 

The dream we might say of the single profound trauma wasn’t made manifest metaphorically in the first session. It 
was communicated in a strange metaphor/pun in a striking session months into treatment when Peter said, “I’m 
peaking now, in a climactic and instrusive way.” The affective meaning of the metaphor was triggered sessions 
later by happenstance when Peter watched, as usual late at night, a television show. 

When I first met Peter, he was an affable, aspiring comic in his mid-twenties. He was blond and blue-eyed with a 
grin like Danny Kaye’s. In his first session he said: “I’m here because I feel ashamed and upset about not feeling 
sexual towards women like my other close friends. None of them have experimented with homosexuality. I’m the 
only one with minimal homosexual encounters. I also have bad work problems my friends don’t have. Oh, I can 
crack people up at a party, or when I’m doing catering. But I’m too anxious to perform on stage. And I’m scared I’ll 
never be able to do it on television.” 

“How do you do on auditions?” 

“You kidding? I’ve got problems even interviewing for a regular day job.” 

“What happens then?” 

“I fucking freeze up. I feel very irritated when someone asks me to account for myself. I get crazy even before I go 
in. I don’t dress well. I get anxious about buttoning my top button and pulling up a tie. I get into the same sweat 
when I put on a turtle neck or sweater, anything tight around the neck. I get frozen or angry when the interviewer 
stretches out his hand to greet me, or gestures to follow him into his office.” 

Not long after the first session Peter said that this is how he feels when he comes into my office: 
“I get enraged at you a lot when you open the door. If I sense you’re irritated, or have an intense look in your eyes, 
I want to take my hands and put them around your neck, and choke you!” 

That dangerous impulse came up often, and each time I suggested it was symbolic of something we should 
explore. But it got us nowhere. A few months later, however, a door suddenly opened on his transferential rage. “I 
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just had an association to that intense look of yours. My mother would sometimes just glare at me like that, and 
then refuse to talk for days. I’d get angry but couldn’t say anything … And I’d get that same feeling of rage in 
summer camp. If a kid looked at me cross-eyed, I’d get him down on the ground and sit on top of him, and choke 
him till counselors pulled me off. Then I’d run into the woods and cry, fucking sob, and feel overwhelming guilt.” 

Then without making any further connection between his mother’s withdrawals, his assaults at camp, his freezing 
at job interviews, and what he wanted to do to me at the door, Peter went on to describe a sleep disorder that 
would make it hard for him to get going at a day job. He said he could never fall asleep until 3 or 4 a.m. What 
finally would put him to sleep was watching television, not comedy but a melodrama in which someone was dying. 
He connected this “habit” to a strange dread of his father dying, which would make him feel totally vulnerable in 
the world. Strange because he had only expressed intense dislike of his father. 

Then he told me two memories that he felt were connected to his dislike of the man, “and maybe my fear of his 
dying”: 

“I loved my father till I was seven. But then he came back from Vietnam with a tropical disease. The disease gave 
his body a stinking odor which made me want to puke… I have another memory of wanting to puke. When I was 
ten or eleven my father came home drunk late one night, stinking of liquor, and wanting to wrestle with me. He 
scared the shit out of me by getting me in a tight headlock till I gagged. Then he scared me more by apologizing 
and wanting to kiss me.” 

“Is there some connection between these memories of your father and what you began with – your anger at me 
and at your mother?” 

“Yes, his smell when he was sick really revolted me. But my mother compounded by this by leaving me alone with 
him. She told me I had to take care of my father, cater to him, cheer him up.” 

I wondered if his mother’s demand he cheer up his father might have contributed to Peter’s present conflict about 
performing comedy. But I said nothing as Peter went back to talking about his mother’s freezing him out and how 
that seemed connected to what happened last night. 

“Last night a woman froze me out by canceling a blind date one of my buddies arranged. I’ve had a couple of 
setbacks like this lately. But,” he said brightly, “I’m still optimistic. In fact, I’m peaking now, in a climactic and 
intrusive way.” 

That expression struck me as very odd, especially in the context of what he was talking about. “What’s the 
connection,” I asked him, “between ‘peaking’ and ‘climaxing in an intrusive way?” 

“Oh, I’m mainly climactic. Everything is coming to a head.” Then Peter laughed uncomfortably. “I knew it as soon 
as I said it. I want everything to come out.” Scanning my face for what I was thinking, Peter grinned sheepishly and 
added, “It’s a big dick, isn’t it?” 

As I sat there bewildered. I thought: With these puzzle pieces of associations, and this odd metaphor now, was 
Peter trying to communicate some confusing state he had been in? 

“I know the answer!” he laughed. “It’s my own dick, but I don’t use it.” 
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Then like a stand-up comic he went on (unconsciously) to sexually pun: “I try to get a grip on myself all night and 
go to sleep. But I stay up all night, losing the grip. I want to bring someone else and go along for the ride … Though 
I have this asshole job, I should get these head shots and put it with my resume and go look at Backstage. I should 
memorize my lines.” 

What I wondered was he trying to reveal with these unintended puns on “head,” “grip,” “asshole,” and 
“Backstage,” – all keyed in by “peak.” Was he 

trying to give me a peek at having more oral and anal sex than he had already told me about? And what was 
peaking in an intrusive way? Was a memory of sexual trauma intruding, now beginning to peek through? 

It occurred to me how these quick questions that came to me paralleled the rapid-fire way Peter felt questions 
came at him from a job interviewer. I wondered if this sudden rush of puns was covering up something unexpected 
about to emerge. 

I stayed silent and he continued punning, rapid-fire: “But instead of getting a grip on myself, I only want to grab 
someone else. Sexual tension and everything else on top it. Me and my friend Larry get stoned and talk about us 
not being happy in our jobs and eat. I’ve been eating so much, I gag and throw up. I want to throw it all up!” 

As I thought he was going to connect this feeling to choking when buttoning a shirt or to memories choking other 
children, Peter went on to say this: “After I get stoned and eat, I’ll fall asleep. Fall asleep on the job,” Peter added 
irritably. If I get to a job! Fucking day jobs,” he said emphasizing each word slowly. Every one of my friends has a 
cool job. And a girlfriend. Her breaking the blind date last night was a minor stab wound, a wound to my pride. I 
resent my friends with girlfriends going on vacations.” 

Peter sat in agonized silence, looking at me for direction in this slow, cranky complaint. 

Not wanting to “intrude” with a speculation, I asked Peter if he noticed the shift his style of talking had taken — 
from a stand-up rushing riff on sex to a slow, deliberate, irritable rhythm about work and his friends’ work and 
social lives. 

“I was peaking wasn’t I?” he laughed. 

“But then you became irritable — piqued.” 

I spelled out the homonym or him, hoping that the sound association would lead, as it does with rhyme, to some 
unconscious connection of meaning. I learned the value of doing this in working with a patient who didn’t bring in 
dreams and associations but a list of rhymes which he nightly wrote out in a trance-like state and would associate 
to in the session the next day. This, incidentally, led me to understand how associations are preconsciously 
compressed in poetry, as in the rhyme described in this stanza of mine. 

from GRAVITY OF THE BLACK HOLE 
Otto Rank who is now anonymous 
Called it The Birth Trauma, where we put to sleep 
Unconscious meanings in the rhyme tomb/womb 
So, the pull toward Mommy brings us six feet deep.. 
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So when I enunciated p-i-q-u-e-d, he said desperately, “Yes, I’m piqued. and just jerking off. I’m not doing fucking 
anything about it. I can’t get a grip on myself! At this nightclub gig I’m doing, the boss loves me. If I’m this ‘great,’ 
why don’t you pay me more! I pulled off something other people couldn’t. A party for Suits! People were uptight, 
and I put on the greatest deadpan conservative front. Then I cracked them up. I had these people in the palms of 
my hands. If I put my mind to it, I can do anything I want. I had a grip on myself.” 

“You keep talking about a grip on yourself.” 

“I can’t … Sometimes I want to shake myself. I could say ‘shake’ and ‘grip’ is jerking off. There’s this complete build-
up and I want to rid myself of these intensities. Sometimes I feel I’m a walking time-bomb and want to scream. I try 
to blow it off. It lasts an hour. Then I like to punish myself.” 

Again I addressed his punning metaphoric style. “So you’re talking about jerking off, blowing off, grabbing onto 
someone else’s dick, or your own, and then punishing yourself.” 

“That’s exactly what my life consists of. I want to peak, but I get no real response. I go nowhere. That blind date 
cancelled me out, didn’t she?” he said bitterly. 

Then he told me a fragment of a dream he’d had two nights before in which, as we’ll see, his mother cancelled him 
out over what all session he was both hiding and wanting to reveal to me: “My mother pulls open a curtain and 
discovers me playing with toy soldiers.”? 

Peter remembered a box of toy soldiers that he kept in his parents’ garage. Then he focused on the garage door. 
He remembered how when he was in the third grade, his mother opened that garage door and discovered him and 
another boy showing each other their penises. She gave him a crushingly disappointed look. 

“Not angry, but disappointed. Piqued — like the look you sometimes give me at the door. I want to strangle you 
then. Piqued — just like that blind date makes me feel now. It may not seem major,” he said, “a look like that. But I 
think it had a lot to do with my whole life.” 

“How?” I asked. 

“I don’t know, but it’s something I feel.” 

I brought it back to the transference and asked if there was something he was hiding that might make me feel 
piqued at him. 

“Yes,” he grinned sheepishly, then looked bereft. “There’s something I want to tell you, if I can get a grip on 
myself.” He took a deep breath. 

“Sometimes when I can’t go to sleep, I go out around midnight to a movie theater down the block.” Haltingly, 
eyeing me for a reaction, he told me how three or four times a week he’d go out in a trance state to a gay movie 
theater where he would have anonymous sex. While it lasted, he’d feel “powerful and vindictive.” 

This feeling reminded him of getting on top of a kid in camp and choking him. “Powerful and vindictive,” Peter 
repeated. Then Peter described how he’d look away at the movie screen and get contemptuously angry if the man 
tried to develop an attachment to him. 
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After the encounters in the movie theater were over, Peter would plunge into the night air, feeling ashamed and 
revolted. He would go home and curl up, watching television until he fell asleep. “I always have to sleep with the 
television on,” he said. 

Now that he had told me this, now the door was opened on what he called “my compulsion,” Peter felt relieved. 
“This is it! I’m re-playing in the movie theaters and my revulsion afterwards what happened in the garage.” 

I told him that he could use this insight to stop movie-going, that with the risk of AIDS it could be suicidal. He 
agreed though, he added, that he was afraid he couldn’t stop — even though he was scared of AIDS and hated the 
feelings of revulsion after he left the movie theater. “It’s like an addiction. But I’ll try my best to stop it, and to just 
talk about my feelings in here.” 

A few weeks later, Peter began a session saying again that he felt the urge to choke me when I opened the door. 
But this time he knew it was “crazy,” and felt it had something to do with last night. 

“Last night I was watching a television drama about a girl who had been molested, and I had a weird conviction 
that something happened to me! In a discussion after the show, someone made a point that people who have 
been molested don’t remember it till many years later, and that they can get a sense of it from repetitive dreams. 
I’ve had one since childhood that I’ve never brought up. It was short and doesn’t make sense but I had it for over 
twenty years: 

“A hand reaches from a doorway. Then I see a pair of eyes, staring at me intensely from above. I try to look away 
and watch television.” 

“Where in the room was the television?” 

“In the corner,” I think. 

“What did the room look like?” 

“I don’t remember, but it was like a bunk in camp. It was dark in the room but light outside. I hate the daytime. It’s 
weird but that’s one reason I quit my day job. I like to sleep during the day.” 

Then Peter asked me if I thought he had been sexually molested. 

I said, “It’s possible but I don’t know.” 

Peter got very angry and said he wanted to choke the life out of me. I remained silent. 

“I thought of this just now: I feel like choking you when you open the door for me to come in, not when I’m 
leaving.” 

He then added that he had a strange experience the other day that upset him and scared a gay friend of his, a t.v. 
producer who hadn’t been supportive of him in his comedy club work. When the friend opened the door with 
what Peter thought was a “falsely innocent look on his face,” Peter grabbed him by the throat and pushed him 
against the wall. Then, recovering himself, Peter apologized and said he’d been in a “weird state of mind. What he 
came over me to do that?” He told me that this was the kind of state he’d get into in the movie theater. 
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Slowly, over the next few months, we began to approach the plot line of what was unconsciously driving Peter 
when he went for his friend’s throat and was tempted to go for mine at the door. 

Peter came in for a session after a night in which the roles of choker and choked were reversed. 

“Last night I went to a rough bar where I naively let myself get picked up by a guy I had some very bad vibes about. 
I went back with him to an apartment the guy said he was ‘just flopping in.’ After a couple of minutes the guy 
locked the door and wouldn’t let me out. He threatened to hit me if I tried to escape. He wanted all my money. 
The weird thing is, he wasn’t much bigger than me, but I felt absolutely panicked and powerless, like a kid! All I had 
in my wallet was ten bucks, which I gave him. Then the guy laughed and let me out. Afterwards I felt revolted and 
crazy for doing that. Those feelings of panic and helplessness were so familiar. Wait a minute …” 

Peter paused, sucked in his breath, and then said quietly: 

“Shit, I’m having a flashback to a room like that where someone invites me in and suddenly locks the door. It’s like 
when an interviewer shakes my hand and leads me into his office. It seems very nice, that room. 

“I think that a man invited me in to watch some television. Then he locked the door. It’s exactly the same feeling I 
had last night …You know that intense look in that repetitive dream? I just saw his face! He was smiling, and that 
smile dropped and he had that intense look in the eyes. I remember choking. I couldn’t speak! … It’s vague, but I 
remember him letting me back out and threatening me that if I told anybody anything, my father would die.” 

Over the next few months Peter had more flashbacks to the room, the repetitive dream became more detailed, 
and he began to make connections between what he was visualizing and his disconnected and mystifying re-
enactments and puzzling terrors: His fear of a job interviewer opening the door and “inviting” him in; his fear 
before he’d go for the interview of his collar or tie choking him; his wanting to choke me; his sleepless nights 
watching t.v. shows in which someone died; his not being able to sleep without the t.v. on; his compulsively 
needing to have sex while a movie was playing (he would lapse into this dangerous activity when I went away) — 
all these needs and terrors signaled by that key metaphor: 

“I’m peaking.” 

The scene that Peter finally remembered, now in a chronological narrative happened when he was seven: 

“It was summer. My father was away fighting in Vietnam. Me and my mother went on vacation to a hotel but she 
got sick, bed-ridden, and slept a lot. One afternoon I went out to play. 

“It was a bright afternoon and one of the help, a hippie-looking guy with a blond greasy ponytail and eyes like the 
eyes in the repetitive dream, invited me in to watch television. The guy leads me into his room that looks like a 
bunk in camp. We have milk and cookies and sit on the bed watching television. Then the guy suddenly wrestles 
me down on the bed. I tried to escape, but the guy locked the door and with an angry look on his face put his penis 
in my mouth. I remember choking, and wanted to throw up. 

“When I hit the bright sunlight I felt terrified because the man told me at the door that if I talked about this, my 
father would die. So I kept my mouth shut. A month later, when my father came back jaundiced and stinking from 
tropical disease, I was scared that if I did my father would die – because he was sick.” 
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All Peter could do was his job as his mother described it — to help take care of his father by entertaining him, by 
making him laugh. 

“I wanted to be helped, not the other way around. I wanted protection like you protected me from going into the 
movie theater.” 

But his father was in no physical shape to protect anyone, not even himself. And from that day on Peter harbored 
a simmering rage at his once beloved father whom he felt had abandoned him by going away and leaving him to 
the mercy of that man in the hotel. 

Now with some feeling of mastery of that forgotten trauma, now that he felt he had a safe place with me, Peter 
boldly wanted to venture out to deal with the trauma in a way he felt I couldn’t help him. He wanted to join a 
group of sexually assaulted men and, if he dared, see a hypnotist to learn more details than we had recovered. I 
referred him to a good analyst I knew who both did hypnosis and ran a group for sexually assaulted men. 

Peter went to see him while continuing our work in the hope he could find out who his abuser was and get physical 
revenge, or at least bring him to justice. 

What Peter learned under hypnosis, and from more flashbacks he had inside and outside of my office, put his 
impulse to choke in striking dramatic relief: 

His abuser was a hotel handyman. Peter had been the man’s room twice, the second time to see a bird the man 
had captured. “He told me I would love the bird. He showed it to me outside. I found it cute and found myself 
walking back into his room again.” 

(As he had walked back time after time into the movie theater.) 

Peter remembered that this time the man penetrated him anally. 

Then he demonstrated to Peter exactly what he would do to his father if Peter talked. He choked the bird to death. 

Peter could come up with no more. He couldn’t remember who the man was so he could strangle him. We worked 
for a time on how he could live without physical revenge. In the end Peter accepted what had happened to him. 
The acting out stopped and he began to seek out a partner whom he could love and trust. He had a couple of 
relationships that he struggled to work out. After a year he found a good partner, a successful entertainment 
lawyer. Peter felt confident enough in his considerably strengthened sense of self to end treatment — which he 
did with my blessings. 

I ran into Peter on the street a few years later. He said he was acting, working in television commercials, and asked 
if I had seen any. I hadn’t but 
congratulated him nonetheless. He said that he and his partner were still together and considering adopting a 
child. He was very appreciative of the work we had done, and I walked away feeling secure that The Boy Who 
Watched Television was now safe under Peter’s own care. I also felt secure that what we had discovered about his 
single profound trauma was genuine – first hinted in his metaphor, “I’m peaking;” and then from his flashbacks, his 
lifelong repetitive dream, and from our unscrambling his mystifying, repetitive impulses at my door that fit the plot 
of the trauma. Drama to trauma. He now could live with the memory of the trauma – rather than die by re-
enacting it. 
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THE SCREAMS AND THE SILENCE OF SEXUAL ABUSE 

By Ann Rose Simon, LCSW 

Introduction 

The trauma of childhood sexual abuse has a devastating impact on the development of the child. This early 
experience of intermingled terror, helplessness, betrayal, and loss of control, infused with feelings of shame and 
guilt, is a deadly mix of overwhelming physical and emotional events which impede the child’s evolving sense of 
self. This damage is further compounded when there is no opportunity for the abused child to receive support and 
understanding from loving, comforting adults in his environment. The child senses his isolation, quiets his voice 
and stifles his screams. Knowing that his environment requires secrecy and silence, the child disconnects from the 
full impact of what is happening to him. This process of “dissociation” is a method of survival for the child and a 
way to distance himself from the unbearable pain of the experience. 

Although dissociation allows the child to temper the pain of the maltreatment, it does not totally erase the 
memory of the abuse. The memory remains powerful in the form of nonverbal body memories throughout the 
childhood years, and often into adult life. These body memories often find expression in bodily symptoms, 
emotional and cognitive restrictions, and in impulse control problems, all of which seem to the adult as unrelated 
to the childhood abuse. 

The case material which follows tells of my five years of psychoanalytic work with a man whose experience of 
childhood sexual abuse, combined with his stultifying family environment, had robbed him of his ability to give 
voice to his pain. Although he had a conscious memory of his abuse, he shaped his life to avoid confronting the full 
range of affects that this trauma had evoked. Instead, through dissociation he disconnected his memory from the 
anguish which haunted the rest of his life. Over the years his body became the vehicle through which he 
experienced and expressed his feelings of shame, fury and betrayal. 

When Ed walked into my consulting office, I did not know that he was a victim of childhood sexual abuse. His 
presenting problem was a serious depression with frequent thoughts of suicide which emerged after the failure of 
his business. When Ed entered my office I saw a nice looking, impeccably dressed man. He wore monogrammed 
cuffs on his well starched shirt, had manicured nails and a handsome, expensive watch, all of which gave him the 
appearance of a man of means. He had a friendly, likeable manner, and a charming and sometimes endearing 
sense of humor. 

Although Ed had never been in therapy before, he seemed comfortable with the role of patient and from the 
beginning came three times a week and used the couch. Ed had no difficulty finding words to fill his sessions. He 
talked about his depression, his regret about his business failure and his feelings of helplessness and desperation. 
When he lost his business, he was left with a debt of about $80,000. This was devastating to him. To earn money 
to pay off his debt and support his family of a wife and two adolescent children, he took a job as a salesman in a 
clothing store, a role which felt totally humiliating to him. 

Although he did not state it as a problem initially, he soon told me about the longstanding problems in his 
marriage of 20 years. He and his wife rarely spoke and had not had sex for over a year. Over the last nine years he 
had had three extramarital affairs the most recent and ongoing one being about seven years old. 
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During the first few weeks of our work together, I learned how Ed used his body to contain and express his many 
longstanding anxieties and conflicts. He had a history of headaches since childhood and had for years been taking 
daily doses of an over-the-counter pain medication to treat them. In addition, he had chronic sleep problems and 
11 years ago developed an ulcer. 

Ed also told me about his addictive tendencies and impulse control problems. He smoked three or four pack of 
cigarettes a day for most of his adult life and has had several violent outbursts where he has broken something or 
felt that he wanted to kill someone. 

History 

As I began to work with Ed, I wondered what combination of family dynamics and life circumstances contributed to 
bringing this man to the point where his love and his work life were in a shambles, his physical health 
compromised, and his sense of personal integration shattered. During the first few months I learned that Ed grew 
up in a working class family in an environment which he described as emotionally impoverished with little 
interaction, sparse conversation, and no displays of affection. 

Ed remembered his mother as a simple, dependent woman who had trouble with English even after being in this 
country for many years. Ed remembered her as a “stone faced” woman who was not shown respect by her family 
and who seemed to suffer a great deal from a number of physical ailments. She died five years before Ed began his 
analysis. 

The picture that Ed painted of his father emerged more slowly. Over time Ed described a very weak, passive, 
dependent man who was taken care of by his wife. The family story was that Ed’s father had been manipulated by 
his older brother who somehow managed to keep his job while Ed’s father ended up on unemployment. He was a 
religiously observant man and Ed suspected that he wanted to be a rabbi. But since this did not happen, he had 
strong hopes of Ed becoming a rabbi. There was no family discussion, but from age seven to sixteen Ed studied 
Hebrew as his father required. His father was still alive when Ed entered treatment. 

Ed had a married older sister. During adolescence Ed learned that he had a brother who died in infancy 10 years 
before Ed was born. His sister showed him a familiar family photo of his parents which had been trimmed to 
eliminate the picture of the infant brother who died. Until then, no one in Ed’s family talked about the baby’s 
existence. Thus we discovered that Ed’s home environment was one in which intense emotions were handled by 
massive denial. 

Ed learned the language of his family, the language of silence. As a child he was a quiet, compliant, “good boy” 
who, Ed told me, was sometimes viewed as “an angel” by his parents. He was a mediocre student and was socially 
very shy. He studied Hebrew although looking back he realizes that he “hated every minute of it.” Ed remembered 
this childhood as lonely and bleak. Thus we see that Ed learned to silence his voice, to stifle his initiative, and to 
bury his defiance. 

Phase I: The First Year of Treatment 

From the beginning Ed had a positive transference toward me and talked freely about the pain of his present life. I 
began to see that talking was an important aspect of his charm and one of his most valuable assets in his work as a 
salesman. But talking was also one of Ed’s most pervasive resistances. Ed’s charming, chatty, often humorous 
approach was quite adaptive in his life, but he used his words to avoid and obscure experiencing and expressing 
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the feelings between himself and the person he was interacting with. He used words to please, appease, amuse, 
and to avoid unpleasant thought or feelings with me and with others. 

During the first three months of Ed’s analysis, as he spoke primarily about his current life, he was disturbed by the 
realization that he remembered so little of the details of his childhood. In his fourth month of treatment as he was 
talking about not being able to do anything in his current life and feeling as if he was in limbo with no direction, I 
asked if he remembered ever having this inhibition in his early life. He thought for a moment and remembered his 
fifth grade schoolteacher who used to say that Ed “had potential,” but needed “a bomb” put under him. He then 
went on to recall and describe a number of classmates in rather uncharacteristic vivid detail. At one point he 
smiled and said, “Funny how you can remember.” This was the first session in which Ed allowed himself to feel safe 
with his memories. 

The next day he reported that he enjoyed the previous session. He continued to recall teachers and classmates and 
had a memory of his family moving to a different neighborhood shortly after his bar mitzvah. Then he became 
silent. This was the first time words did not flow. When I asked him where his thoughts were he told me for the 
first time about Robert, a young man 10 or so years older than himself with whom he had a childhood sexual 
relationship from age seven to thirteen. I asked what he remembered. He had some memory of mutual 
masturbation, but his thoughts went quickly to the part played by Robert in his life and in the life of his family. He 
had the feeling that Robert “was always there—he was like the adopted son.” Ed felt that Robert took good care of 
him by taking him to baseball games and hanging out with him after school. “He would have run through a burning 
building for me” were words that Ed said then and repeated many times thereafter. As he spoke these words for 
the first time, his carotid artery started to pound, a physical symptom which occurred from time to time when 
powerful memories emerged. I wondered what words Ed’s body was speaking that his mouth could not utter. 

Ed then told me that I was the only person he had ever told about this relationship. I wondered to myself where 
his parents were during these years of abuse. 

This revelation intensified the positive transference. He now talked about how he looked forward to coming to 
sessions—“I walk around depressed until I come here,” he would say. He referred to my office as his “sanctuary.” 
He was relieved that telling me about Robert had the effect of diminishing his longstanding fear that he was 
homosexual. He was now able to go to the gym without the anxiety which he had previously experienced. 

First Dream 

Alongside the positive transference toward me, we began to get glimpses of the fury that lay buried within Ed. Ed 
had told me that he never dreamed, but in the tenth session he brought in a dream fragment. He said that all he 
remembered was that there was a dog that was black. Then he said, “I had another dream that I don’t remember, 
but I know it was a violent dream—not violent, but it had action. I could kick myself for not writing it down.” Ed’s 
associations were that he was not a violent person. He became silent, thought for a moment and then said, 
“Unless I’m pushed.” He went on to describe two incidents where there was some provocation by another man 
and Ed became violent. He then talked about his girlfriend’s prying making him uncomfortable, and then about 
two business associates who are not honoring a financial commitment to him. He said, “It’s at the point where 
they have their hands on me. I’d be out to get them if I weren’t in such a bad financial situation.” He then 
remembered an elementary school incident in which he “almost killed” a bully by pounding his head against the 
ground. 
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Ed’s associations allowed us to begin to explore early in his treatment two conflicting experiences of himself; that 
is, his experience of himself as “not violent,” and his potential for fury with its murderous wishes and aggressive 
behavior. 

Another Dream 

Ed began to enjoy the experience of looking more deeply within himself. A few weeks later he brought in another 
dream. Ed dreamed that his left arm was cut open like a French bread and he was dabbing it. He woke with a start. 
Ed associated to his left arm being his weaker one. He went on to talk about how important it is to present himself 
well to the world and to look better than the guys he works with. Although the potential richness of this dream, 
that is, its allusions to castration, homosexuality, bisexuality and masturbation, were set aside for the moment, Ed 
began to observe through this dream that his experience of himself as powerful or powerless, active or passive, 
proud or shamed is modulated through how he presents his body to the world. 

Early Negative Transference 

As the weeks passed I began to notice subtle negative elements in the transference. When Ed said that he was 
changing coffee shops because he felt that the waitress was getting to know him too well, was he expressing his 
anxiety that I would become too intrusive? When Ed commented that he didn’t really know what he was paying his 
accountant for, was he expressing his fear that I might exploit him? Some early attempts to explore his negative 
feelings were met with denial. He could not utter words to me that acknowledged to himself any feelings of anger, 
mistrust or fear of betrayal. 

Intensification of Mother Transference 

Finally, several months into treatment I interpreted an uncharacteristic silence to mean he might be having 
thoughts about me. Ed said that he was upset because he understood a comment I had made about him 
“evaluating” his treatment to mean that I was evaluating him and was going to send him away because he was not 
making enough progress and because he was not paying a high enough fee. In other words, he feared that I would 
use him narcissistically, as Robert had. From this we were able to explore his feelings that he had to “produce” and 
to “give” in order for people to value him and to give to him. When he became aware that his fear was the result 
of his expectation rather than my intention, he was very moved. His eyes welled with tears and he said he was 
greatly relieved. He was flooded with memories of his mother. He pictured her grave, felt that he missed her and 
talked about how hard she worked to pay for his bar mitzvah. The more negative transferential feelings were 
replaced by the good mother memories and transference. At the end of the next session, he commented that he 
wished he could stay in my office to make his business calls. Ed’s response led me to speculate that his mother did 
provide a good enough nurturing environment in Ed’s early development. 

The positive mother transference intensified to such a point that his anticipation of my five-week summer break 
brought on a feeling of panic. Ed dreamed that he was in a hotel and the bellhop could not find room #3. He ended 
up in a dining room and was screaming at the waiter because he wanted dinner sent up to his room but they 
couldn’t find the room. He woke up in a sweat. He associated to our three sessions per week and wondered if he 
had a right to depend on me while I am away. Ed was afraid that he would not be protected, fed or heard during 
my vacation. He once again denied any anger at me for leaving. 

Countertransference 
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My countertransference during this first phase was that I really liked Ed and felt pleased to have a very interesting 
analytic case. He became rather special to me. I was particularly aware of this and wondered if I would be drawn 
into an enactment in which I would make him my good boy/my good patient and perhaps overvalue his 
productions. 

Diagnostic Impressions 

Diagnostically I was uncertain about Ed at this point. The person that Ed tried to present to the world had strong 
phallic traits. He was resolute, self assured, and sometimes reckless in business and in his driving. But this was only 
a veneer and a defense against a deeper passivity. I was also beginning to see that his intact outward appearance 
truly masked an emptiness inside, an intense vulnerability, impulsive behavior, and object relations that were 
shallow, need gratifying, and transferential. 
It appeared that the cumulative trauma of his home environment, as well as the trauma of sexual abuse during 
latency, had led to a massive repression of powerful pre-oedipal longings and conflicts and robbed him of his voice 
to express the intensity of both his love and his hate. The analytic situation was a totally new kind of relationship 
for Ed and I felt he was using it to reclaim his voice and bring these conflicts and longings to the fore. In the 
transference he was making me into the early nurturing mother, but came to recognize his fear that I would pull 
him from my breast too soon, and that I would use him narcissistically, to satisfy my needs. 

Phase II: The Second Year of Treatment 

Transference 

During the second year the transference shifted between me being the good breast mother, Robert, and later, the 
critical father. When Ed returned from the summer break he informed me that he could not continue treatment 
because his financial situation was so strained. Although there seemed to be much truth in this, I feel that he was 
presenting himself to me as the needy child to see if I would take care of him. The trust and comfort which had 
been established during the first year enabled him to test whether it would be safe to move into a deeper level of 
transference, that level of masochistically exposing his cravings to be fed and taken care of. After two weeks of 
exploring these needs I did lower his fee. Although I realize that this was a parameter, I felt that Ed was truly in 
crisis and we did define it as a temporary measure. With the fee reduction Ed felt grateful, but humiliated. During 
the next few months he became more passive in his life outside and in the analysis. 

In one session he talked about wanting to call me but not doing it. I said, “You feel like a helpless child. You’d like 
to feel I would be there and that you’d have total access to me, but you are afraid you’d get no response.” He 
began to sob and said, “Yes, I think I just want to call out for help. I don’t know why I need it.” I feel that the 
lowering of the fee allowed Ed to loosen his defenses against his longing for attachment and containment and to 
experience them with me in the transference. 

Lifting of Repression: Gagging 

At this point the Robert transference began to intensify. Ed again began to question if he was homosexual and 
actually bought some gay magazines. His memories of the Robert experience became more vivid and he was able 
to think about and give voice to some of the details of the sexual relationship. In one session Ed’s associations 
went from having a cold, to his tendency to gag, to his inability to floss on his left side of his mouth, to his dentist’s 
comment that it was a good thing he’s not a woman because he would not be able to have oral sex. I said I was 
reminded of his sexual experience with Robert and asked what he remembered. He immediately said, “I gagged! I 
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tried to do it several times, but I gagged!” This memory led to other memories of Robert showing him 
pornographic pictures and of Robert’s hands being all over him. He had vivid memories of Robert’s face, but was 
struck by his inability to remember Robert’s mouth, an interesting example of Ed’s use of visual denial. 

Masochistic Identification with Father 

About a month later I began to realize that although Ed’s words flowed, his life changed very little. He complained 
endlessly about his wife, his business partner, his children and his girlfriend. He was paying off his debts regularly, 
yet he spoke as if his financial burden was increasing. My countertransference was at first that I felt sorry for him. I 
felt it was time to raise his fee, but I did not bring it up. I wanted to continue to be the good breast mother. Before 
long my feelings changed to frustration and then to irritation. I then realized that Ed’s feelings of suffering and 
powerlessness were being used to defeat the analysis and to sadistically torture me. Ed was locked into a powerful 
resistance, a masochistic identification with his father. 

In one session Ed was bemoaning the fact that his son did not qualify for financial aid at college and that his wife 
refused to dip into savings to pay off some bills. My efforts to clarify or to empathize seemed to fail. I realized that 
I had to confront as resistance not only his helplessness, but also his sadism. I went out on a limb and said, using 
his verbal style, “Ed, you bullshit yourself a lot, and now you are trying to bullshit me. I think the reality of owing 
what you owe is not as awful as you make it. I think you have a need to see yourself and keep yourself in this 
powerless, suffering position.” Ed was quiet for a moment and then said, “Maybe I do.” He thought for a moment 
and then wondered aloud why he needed to suffer. This was the first time Ed asked “Why?” He was quiet for a 
moment and then said that somehow he felt better. He felt he had something to think about. “Sometimes when I 
leave here I just turn off—I don’t think about anything we’ve talked about.” 

This I believe was the first example of our working alliance. Ed was able to use my interpretation that his suffering 
was a resistance and was able to identify for himself another resistance of isolating the analysis. In subsequent 
sessions Ed was able to explore that when he feels powerless he behaves just as his passive father did. I was then 
able to suggest that perhaps he felt he had to suffer and act powerless with me, as he had done with his father and 
with Robert. He had to behave masochistically to hold on to these relationship and to insure that I would continue 
to be there to take care of him. 

Intensification of the Negative Transference 

About two weeks later a dramatic shift in the transference occurred. I wondered aloud if a series of incidents 
including a last minute session cancellation might be an expression of aggression to me. I said that with me and 
with others Ed often feels like the victim, but his behavior is sometimes hostile and provocative. He responded by 
berating himself and then began to have difficulty breathing. He left the session a few minutes early saying that 
the room was closing in on him. I was not sure what had happened at this point. I thought I might have been too 
harsh on his frail ego and that he might not return. But he did return the next day, and was able to talk about how 
my being critical of him was like his father being critical of him for not becoming a rabbi. This opened up a whole 
segment of Ed’s history: his going along until age16 with the charade that he would become a rabbi, how much 
pleasure this would have given his parents, and how he felt he had deeply disappointed them, especially his father. 
But Ed’s most painful realization was that the only access he had to his father was their praying together, and that 
other than his studying his Hebrew and his goal of becoming a rabbi, nothing else that Ed did mattered to his 
father. 

Inability to Speak Hebrew 
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This history helped us to understand another aspect of Ed’s silence. Ed had reported early on being baffled by his 
inability for many years to read Hebrew aloud, while he could read it to himself and he could read aloud a 
transliteration. As we explored the complexity of his feelings toward his father, we learned that his silence, his 
inability to speak the Hebrew letters, was a silent expression of his fury at and retaliation toward his father. It was 
an angry rejection of the only words his father could ever say freely to him. Through his silence Ed was saying, “If I 
can’t say what I need to say (his anger, feelings, and needs), I will not say what you need me to say (the Hebrew 
letters).” 

I realized that the implications of this speech inhibition on Ed’s ego development were far reaching. First of all, 
since it became generalized to “having nothing to say” to his parents, it was a regressive giving up of an ego 
function. In a family in which putting things into words was considered an aggressive act, his inhibition of speech 
was a primitive defense against assertion and the expected rejection. Secondly, it affected his object relations in 
that the growth of an interactive empathic process was stunted and an isolated narcissistic position was 
maintained. Since Ed could never check out someone else’s feelings, a self referential system developed which was 
cut off and lonely and much of his experience remained unprocessed. Thirdly, secondary process thinking was 
limited and thinking was therefore impaired. Finally, his impulse control was affected. Since words bind affects, 
there was a need for powerful, archaic control. 

Repeating the Past 

Another important dynamic which emerged during Ed’s second phase of treatment was a repetition compulsion 
which pervaded his entire life. As I got to know Ed and the nature of his relationships, I realized that despite his 
outwardly warm and engaging manner, his object relations were shallow, barren, stereotyped, and unchanging. In 
this way he was reliving the relationships of his childhood. His wife was like his mother—childlike, dependent, 
turning to Ed to take care of her. She was also like his father in her inability to empathize with Ed’s suffering. Like 
the child, Ed could not verbalize his dissatisfaction nor could he leave this unhappy situation. His extramarital 
affairs were the escape which provided the talking, the affection, the sex, and some degree of understanding 
outside the home that he had had with Robert. But he complained that his girlfriend was too intrusive, just as 
Robert had been. 

Another aspect of this repetition compulsion was that Ed spent his life looking for a father who would be caring, 
strong, and protective. In his childhood, Robert was the substitute father who was “always there” for Ed. But at the 
same time, Robert ended up disappointing and betraying him. In Ed’s analysis we came to see how there were a 
series of men in his life, beginning with Robert, whom he viewed as father figures. We were able to trace how each 
of these men disappointed him and how each came to “screw” him in different ways. 

A Shift in the Transference 

Toward the end of the second year Ed went alone to see the Jackie Mason Show and brought me back a book, a 
transcript of the show, with the inscription inside, “To Ann, Best Wishes, Jackie Mason.” I commented that Jackie 
Mason had studied to be a rabbi, but became a successful comedian. Ed laughed and said that perhaps he was like 
Jackie Mason in some ways. I generally do not accept gifts; however, I accepted this book and told Ed I would keep 
it in the office to remind us of its significance to Ed. 

The work during the second year began to really take hold. Ed’s growing awareness of the impact of both his father 
and Robert on him seemed to free him from the suffocating embrace of these identifications. Ed became markedly 
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less passive in his life outside and in the transference. My diagnosis of Ed changed during this second year as I 
watched the analytic process reveal a much more intact ego than I had previously thought. 

Phase III: The Third to Fifth Year of Treatment 

The Working Alliance 

The third year of Ed’s analysis heralded the development of a true working alliance. Denial had been replaced by 
comments like “I find it very exciting to find out things about myself.” This alliance allowed Ed to have the 
following session. 

Ed told me about an almost violent argument he had with his business partner. When I asked him what he thought 
about it he said, “Child Stuff! We were like two kids…” He paused and then said, “But if he had taken another step I 
would have killed him!” I asked him how he felt about such fury over a relatively trivial issue. He was silent for a 
few moments. Then he said, “I think I should have fought Robert. I should have picked up one of his weights and 
hit him on the head! I can picture myself doing it.” He began to sob loudly. He got up from the couch, still crying, 
and began pounding the wooden sill near the window shouting, “I should have killed him! I should have killed him! 
I should have killed him!” He continued to sob. After a few moments he sat down apologizing profusely for his 
outburst. Then he told me again about the man he almost killed a number of years ago. “Maybe that’s why I let 
him beat me, so I could fight back.” We were able to explore how Ed’s unconscious shame about his relationship 
with Robert kept him from fighting back and kept him from speaking the words he had just spoken. The dramatic 
eruption of Ed’s fury toward Robert finally put words to his feelings. 

Later Developments 

This dramatic session heralded important changes in the nature of Ed’s treatment as he began to become aware of 
the richness of his unconscious fantasy life. Through the exploration of his fantasies, it became clearer that the 
sexually abusive relationship with Robert had a pervasive influence on Ed. Although we had long known that he 
both longed for and feared being passive and being taken care of, Ed discovered that he feared passivity because it 
meant he was castrated and feminine. He told me that after waking up from knee surgery, he was in a panic for a 
few seconds because he feared they had cut his legs off. Ed came to feel that so many things he did in his life had 
been done to prove that he was not homosexual—getting married, having extramarital affairs, and even 
accumulating money. 

Over the next two years of Ed’s analysis, a number of changes occurred in Ed’s life. His depression lifted, as did his 
intermittent suicidal thoughts. His headaches decreased markedly. He felt he was able to listen better to the 
people in his life and to concentrate more on his work and when listening to music. He became better able to 
empathize with his girlfriend and his children, and sometimes even his wife. But what was of greatest delight to Ed 
was when at the Passover Seder he was once again able to read aloud the Hebrew words. After more than 30 
years of silence, Ed was able to reclaim his voice. 

Ann Rose Simon, LCSW is a psychoanalyst in Scarsdale, NY and NYC where she works with adults, 
adolescents and children in individual, family and couple therapy. Her areas of interest are 
childhood sexual abuse, eating disorders, body image, relationship problems, career issues and 
brain injured patients and their caretakers. She is a graduate of NPAP and the Object Relations 
Institute. At NPAP she serves as V P of the Training Institute and a member of the Training 
Committee. At ORI she serves on the Board of Directors, is Chair of the Education Committee, and a 
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member of the Training Committee. She is a supervisor and Training Analyst at both institutes and 
on the faculty of ORI. She is a member of the Steering Committee of the Neuropsychoanalytic 
Clinical Study Center of NPAP which provides psychotherapy for patients with focal brain lesions 
and strokes.  
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POETRY 

BE MY KNIFE 

By Linda Sabo Raubolt 

Be my knife. . . the instrument of penetrating precision 
cutting through the emotional veils that smother 
my spirit and blur the dreams so long nurtured. 

Be my brilliant blade. . . forged by a purposeful mission, 
whose force directs and guides each circumstance and 

situation with an intellectual prodding. 

Be my knife. . . be my strength, fill my heart and 
conquer my soul. 

Linda Sabo Raubolt 

 

Linda’s bio: I never thought of myself as a poet. In fact, the only poetry that I ever read was that of 
Emily Dickinson and Charles Bukowski. Somewhere in between these poles of humanity, out popped 
this poem from my “intuitive energy space.”  

http://ifpe.wordpress.com/2010/09/15/power-of-personal-voice/�
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A THERAPIST’S REPORT 

By Arleen Levine 

Sometimes the emptiness of a single soul 
in the universe 
Brings breath-stopping fear to her. 
A gasp is heard 
As she seeks warmth and lively energy 
A deep look into my face, 
iris to iris, seeking 
Can return her to even breathing. 

A cigarette, 
smoke filling the interior with cloudy gray 
And forcing the breath 
to return to 
inhale, exhale 
Like a mantra 
Is used to stabilize angst. 

Cocaine is effective 
Making time stop 
A room becomes a container 
for the body 
And the soul goes elsewhere 
Floating, as if in a pool of water 
Relieving the psyche. A respite 
Until alas the return 
to uneven breathing. 

Medicine with a long name 
Jiggles in a clear plastic vial 
assuring safety to escape 
By the FDA, MD, and journal of medicine. 
This time blood is ejected 
to test damage 
And the dirty danger of street drugs is eliminated. 

Except when 
Uppers, downers and stayputs 
collide in her vessels 
And never consult 
the soul, heart and mind 
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To ask about 
love, irises and mantras. 

 

Arleen Levine, Board Certified Art Therapist, Licensed Psychoanalyst, Licensed Professional 
Counselor in private practice, is Clinical Coordinator, Center School, working with emotionally 
disturbed/neurologically impaired young people. She has lectured internationally.  
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INTERVIEW

INTERVIEW WITH MICHAEL EIGEN, PH.D. 

by Richard Raubolt, PhD 
Part I of II 
20th Annual IFPE Conference 
Seattle, 2009 

This is a video interview.  
Please visit http://ifpe.wordpress.com/2010/04/15/eigen-interview to view. 

 

Michael Eigen, PhD, practices in New York City. He teaches at the National Psychological Association for 
Psychoanalysis and the New York University Postdoctoral Program in Psychotherapy and Psychoanalysis. 
He has written twenty books, including Flames from the Unconscious: Trauma, Madness and Faith, The 
Sensitive Self, The Psychoanalytic Mystic, Feeling Matters, and The Psychotic Core. His latest book is a 
transcription of eighteen hours of seminars in Seoul, Korea, entitled Eigen in Seoul. He has given a private 
seminar over thirty-five years on his own work and that of Winnicott, Bion and Lacan. 

Richard R. Raubolt, Ph.D. practices psychoanalytic psychotherapy and has written two books, Power 
Games (which was nominated for the 2007 Gradiva Award and Goethe Prize) and   Theaters of Trauma. 
Dr. Raubolt is a board member of IFPE and was 2008′s conference co-chair. He is also a member of IEA 
and NAAP.   

http://ifpe.wordpress.com/2010/04/15/eigen-interview�
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AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL DISCOVERIES 

PSYCHIC FALLOUT 

By Jane B. Burka, Ph.D. 

I never expected to confront my analyst in a court of law. I thought we had a beneficial, profound, mutually 
respectful relationship. Yet, the unimaginable occurred. I filed a lawsuit against my analyst for breach of 
confidentiality, asserting that he had revealed privileged information about me to another patient, a woman with 
whom he had engaged in sexual misconduct. A few years after their relationship ended, that patient, whom I’ll call 
Ann, could remember many personal things our analyst had said about me, and the list of her recollections 
became the evidence on which my lawsuit was based. After depositions and failed mediation, my analyst and I 
faced each other before judge and jury. The jury found him liable for negligence and for breach of fiduciary duty. 
They determined that his conduct was a substantial factor in causing me emotional harm. 

At the end of the trial, my former analyst agreed not to file an appeal of the verdict against him. I agreed to a 
confidentiality clause that requires 

me, in my published paper, to omit identifying information, including  his name, office location, professional 
association, and the status of his license to practice. 

Glen Gabbard has said, “If we are to prevent destructive enactments of boundary violations…we must enrich our 
understanding of the impact these violations have on our patients” (Gabbard, 1995, p.1134). Yet there are few 
accounts of the psychological impact of boundary violations on the patient. (One account is Yahav, R. & Oz, S. 
(2006). Perhaps this is because a therapist working with a patient who has experienced boundary violations in a 
previous treatment is understandably reluctant to publish a detailed case report. You don’t want to risk exposing 
the patient again and perhaps jeopardize the new therapeutic relationship. So I’m in a unique position as both the 
patient whose confidentiality was broken and as a psychoanalyst reflecting on the emotional damage that resulted 
from my analyst’s crossing of boundaries. My decision to share my personal experience comes with the hope of 
speaking for others whose stories can’t be told. 

The literature on boundary violations has focused primarily on attempts to understand analysts who engage in 
sexual misconduct. (Celenza, 1991; Gabbard & Lester, 1995; Celenza & Gabbard, 2003; Celenza, 2006). Papers also 
address organizational denial and ambivalence, as professional groups and training programs struggle to deal with 
members who commit boundary violations. ((Margolis, 1997; Gabbard & Peltz, 2001; Sandler & Godly, 2004). 
Recently, a few reports are coming out from analysts whose own analysts were censured for sexual misconduct, 
exploring the painful effects of being “collateral damage” (Wallace, 2007). 

When breach of confidentiality is addressed in the literature, it has been described along a continuum from casual 
social conversations to actively gossiping about patients, but always with the assumption, as a given, that 
identifying information is withheld (Olinick, 1980; Caruth, 1985; Guthiel & Gabbard, 1993; Lander, 2003; Goldberg, 
2004). Therefore, my experience of breach of confidentiality, which identified me by name and revealed details 
about my analysis, is both unusual and extreme in the literature. However, this kind of conduct may be under-
reported. The expert witness who testified in court on my behalf told me it is “not unusual” for analysts who 
engage in sexual misconduct to break patient confidentiality in that illicit relationship (personal communication). 
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I will now give a chronology of my unexpected adventure, interweaving events in the real world with experiences 
in my psychic world, including reflections, dreams, and dream-associations. I will focus on the emotional issues of 
traumatic de-idealization and dis-identification; the intensified collision of loving and hating feelings toward my 
analyst; my feelings mistrust and shame; disturbed professional identity; permeable psychic boundaries, and death 
anxiety. 

The Discovery 

I had been engaged in a helpful analysis for several years when I decided to apply to become a psychoanalyst. I was 
in my late forties and had been in private practice for fifteen years. My analysis continued during the five years of 
my analytic training from 1994-1999. Two years after I graduated, that is, in 2001, my analyst told me that he was 
taking a “forced sabbatical” from his responsibilities at his institute, which was not my institute, because he had a 
“legal problem.” I inquired, and he said he had been advised not to discuss it, adding softly, “You’ll never know.” I 
felt shut out but also tantalized by this declaration, and I asked a few colleagues if they’d heard anything about his 
“sabbatical” or his “legal problem.” 

Within days, I heard that my analyst had engaged in an “ongoing sexual relationship with a patient.” (His 
assumption that I would never know was the first of many illusions I discovered he held about this experience.) I 
was terribly upset by the possibility of his sexual misconduct, but I didn’t know if the rumor was true. I then had a 
dream that I was on vacation with a friend in a park on the edge of a huge ice floe in Alaska or Antarctica. We had 
a map, and there was a lot to see all over the park. We were at outdoor picnic tables, and at the next table was a 
psychoanalyst I recognized. He was old; he was alone. He was asleep with his head down on his arms, snoring. He 
woke up, looked around, and got up to see where he was. He said, “They have professional meetings at places like 
this.” Though confused at first about where he was, he decided he was at a professional meeting. Then he sat down 
and went back to sleep. He seemed ridiculous to me: he didn’t get it. He woke up and got ready to leave. He never 
did see me. When he walked away, I said to my friend, “Of all the places on earth, he ends up at a table next to me 
on a glacier.” And my friend replied, “Well, you two like to travel to the same places.” 

I’m going to limit my discussion of my dreams to associations that are related to the disrupted relationship with my 
former analyst. Of course, I also had associations to other relationships and to my history. 

This dream seems to reflect my complicated reaction on hearing the rumor of my analyst’s sexual misconduct. The 
landscape in the dream is cold, as I was suddenly in a cold, unfamiliar place in my analysis. The nourishing 
environment is no longer inside in the containing enclosure of the consulting room but outside with no protective 
boundaries. 

In the dream, I know the difference between work and play, but the analyst doesn’t. He is old and ridiculous, 
confused and disoriented. In my dream, I have characterized him as demented, not exploitative—it’s aggressive on 
my part, but it still offers a more benign explanation for his conduct: “He didn’t get it” because he is confused 
rather than immoral. My mistrust in the authenticity of my analysis is expressed here too: had he slept through my 
analysis while he was sleeping with his patient? Did he ever see me? 

The comment that we “travel to the same places” I take to be a reference to the analysis, a psychological journey 
that analyst and patient travel together. It also reflects my identification with him. There is no suggestion in the 
dream of his sexual interest in another; instead he seems asexual. But my erotized attachment comes through in 
the paraphrasing of Humphrey Bogart’s line in Casablanca: —“of all the gin joints in all the world, she had to walk 
into mine.” 
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This dream suggests that perhaps I already know unconsciously that I am going to leave my analysis and survive. 
I’m in unknown territory, but unlike my analyst, I am not lost.  I have a map, and there is a lot to see. I will go 
forward on my journey without him. 

Back to my chronology: 

After hearing that I would “never know,” I felt a compelling need to seek out facts, so I asked a few people if they’d 
heard anything about my analyst’s sabbatical or his legal problem. One colleague, who had not heard the rumor, 
speculated that if it were true, it could involve Ann, a psychotherapist I did not know. My colleague was a friend of 
Ann’s and knew that Ann had seen my analyst. She recalled that Ann had mentioned an occasion when the analyst 
had significantly broken the analytic boundary in her treatment. And, my friend added, Ann was strikingly 
beautiful. 

I confronted my analyst with my idea that he’d had a sexual relationship with Ann, whose involvement, at that 
point, was just conjecture on my part. He responded, “I guess it’s a small town.” Confirmation. I was not left 
hanging in a state of not-knowing, but my faith in my analyst was abruptly shattered at that moment. 

I ended my analysis that week. I was convinced that not only had his behavior been unethical, but his thinking was 
impaired, and his acceptance of personal responsibility was lacking. He referred to his sexual misconduct as “a 
mistake” and claimed, “It happened a long time ago.” (Anything that happened during my analysis was not a long 
time ago to me!)  He said, “What does my relationship with one patient have to do with my work with you?” I 
recognized a capacity for minimization, rationalization, and compartmentalization that could allow someone to be 
sexually involved with a patient while holding a position of authority in our field. At the same time, I was crushed 
that my analyst was blocking out my psychic reality.  He urged me to stay in treatment to deal with my reactions, 
but I felt that I no longer had a psychoanalyst. 

I was reassured that although he had transgressed with another patient, at least he had always been ethical with 
me. Nevertheless, I felt tainted. I was ashamed of choosing the wrong analyst, of being fooled, of having an 
unethical analyst as my model of a psychoanalyst, of having loved him and now of also hating him. 

My faith in my own intuition—perhaps my most dearly held professional quality—was profoundly shaken. How 
could I not have known? My trust in psychoanalysis as a profession and in psychoanalysts as practitioners had also 
been severely damaged. Who are these people, really? I am one of these people. Would I be capable, under 
extreme circumstances, of committing a serious ethical violation? If I were, would I be able to accept the gravity of 
my actions and the destructive consequences to myself and to others? Would I “get it?” 

The complaint 

I wondered if Ann had submitted a complaint against him with his professional licensing board. I searched online 
and discovered that indeed, a complaint had been registered. When the document arrived in the mail, I knew it 
had been filed by Ann, because the complainant was identified by her initials. 

I did not want to believe the multiple allegations in the lengthy complaint. Among them was the assertion that my 
analyst had broken the confidentiality of many patients and talked frequently with her about intimate things 
patients had revealed in their analyses. This seemed impossible. I didn’t believe my analyst could be cavalier about 
confidentiality. 
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But doubts plagued me. He had crossed one professional boundary; could he have broken another? If he had 
breached confidentiality, could he have talked to Ann about me? Assuming that the timeline put forth in the 
complaint was accurate, the alleged year- and- a- half sexual involvement with Ann overlapped my early years as a 
psychoanalytic candidate. If Ann’s allegations were true, I felt there would be a stigma on the analytic hours that 
were required for my training and on my entire analytic education. 

Two months after reading the complaint against his license to practice, I contacted Ann to ask if my confidentiality 
had been breached. She was guarded and reluctant, but she confirmed that my confidentiality had been broken, 
and we agreed to meet in person. 

Our conversation was awkward but polite. The previous evening, Ann had written a list of things she remembered 
our former analyst saying about me, using my name. Ann read aloud the thirteen items on her list. Each one was 
about me; there was no misinformation. Each item reflected something I’d said during my analysis or expressed 
my analyst’s feelings about me. In some cases, I heard the very words I had spoken in my sessions. I was in shock. I 
muttered, “That’s me.” I couldn’t believe it, but I knew it was true. 

As the initial shock yielded to outrage, I decided to file a complaint with the state licensing board, and an 
investigator soon called to set up a meeting. The night before my appointment with the investigator, I had the 
following dream: 

I come home and several men with guns are ransacking my house; one is unplugging the computer. Another man 
shoots me several times, and as I fall, I say, “That’s it; it’s done.” I expect to die. But there is not a lot of pain, and I 
don’t die. Then the men are gone, and I can walk, even though my right leg has been reduced to pulp. I see that 
they did not take my computer. The protective window coverings that I had put on the windows were no help at all. 
There is a lion on the roof and large antelopes on the lawn. Anyone and anything can get in and out. 

The act of filing the complaint, taking a public stand against my former analyst, stirred up intense paranoid 
anxieties. My internal world has been turned upside down, and the board investigation is going to rummage 
through my personal things. The invader is unplugging my computer, retaliation against the instrument I’d used to 
locate Ann’s complaint and an attempt to disconnect my thinking capacities. “That’s it, it’s done”—by filing my 
complaint with the licensing board, I felt I had killed my intimate, loving relationship with my former analyst, and 
the dream reveals my anxiety and guilt over my aggressive action. 

The partition between inside and outside, my skin ego (Anzieu, 1989), was permeable, so that my psychic contents 
were unprotected. The lion and antelopes that may come and go are beautiful animals, though they have the 
potential to become enemies to each other and to me. 

In this dream, there is primitive confusion of life and death. I am attacked so severely that I expect to die, though I 
don’t die. Great damage has been done, but I don’t feel pain. As in many of my dreams about this trauma, there is 
a part of me that is devastated and feels deadened, and at the same time, a part of me remains alive and is able to 
move forward. 

The Lawsuit 

Because the breach of confidentiality was so egregious, I considered filing a lawsuit, but I was very ambivalent. I 
wanted to take a stand against my analyst’s breach of confidentiality, but I knew that a lawsuit would compound 
my exposure and humiliation. I consulted with family and close friends, and I met with the Chairman of the Ethics 
Committee at my institute. Thinking about my patients was the tipping point. Our psychoanalytic community is a 
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small, complex matrix of relationships. I could not tolerate the possibility that any of my patients might somehow 
learn that my confidentiality had been breached and I had done nothing about it. 

I filed the lawsuit about a year and a half after I left my analysis, asking my former analyst to compensate me for 
the emotional damage caused by his negligence. His case was handled by an attorney representing his malpractice 
insurance company. 

After filing the lawsuit, I felt isolated from institute colleagues, who had no idea about what I was going through. 
Outwardly, I maintained minimal involvement with my institute, but internally, my trust in myself, my analysis, and 
my field was broken. 

The first depositions took place about two and a half years after I ended my analysis. I was allowed to be present 
at his deposition, but I was not allowed to speak. Although he looked the same, he no longer felt familiar, and he 
gave the impression of being relaxed and nonchalant, sitting with his legs stretched out under the conference table 
and his hands laced behind his head. While he acknowledged that he had talked to Ann about me a few times after 
she was no longer his patient, he justified these conversations as “informal consultation with a colleague” and 
insisted he had not used my name. He acknowledged no wrongdoing.  I became confused: Could I be falsely 
accusing him, as he claimed? Was there some other explanation for how Ann could quote the words I had spoken 
in my analysis? What was real? 

Because my former analyst refused to consider a settlement for something he maintained he hadn’t done, the case 
went forward to trial. Another woman, whom I’ll call Mary, had also learned from Ann that her confidentiality had 
been broken, and we were co-plaintiffs using the same lawyer. We attended court together. 

The Trial 

Three years after I filed the lawsuit and four and a half years after I ended my analysis, the case came to trial 
before a jury. In his opening statement, my lawyer read Ann’s list of the 13 items my analyst had said about me. 
Although I felt humiliated as my lawyer read each statement slowly and deliberately, I soon discovered an 
unanticipated benefit. I went to my office after the first day of testimony to sort through my mail, and when I 
entered my consulting room, I noticed a new feeling…my office suddenly felt clean, and the analytic couch seemed 
to fully belong to me. Having separated myself from my former analyst on the record, having taken myself out of 
his lineage in a public act, I began to reclaim my analytic identity. 

The trial lasted two weeks. I testified for several hours, but I don’t remember most of what I said. I answered my 
lawyer’s questions succinctly while looking at the jury; some were listening and some were barely awake. As the 
trial developed, I felt more comfortable about my decision to file the lawsuit and more confident in the outcome. 
But I continued to be dismayed by my former analyst’s stance. His testimony contradicted Ann’s testimony, and I 
believed Ann. I kept hoping that as the evidence against him was mounting, he would agree to settle, to put an end 
to the ordeal, but he did not. The jury deliberated for two days. They found him guilty of negligence and breach of 
fiduciary duty. They determined that his behavior was a substantial factor in causing me emotional harm. The jury 
awarded me financial damages. But, after deducting my lawyer’s percentage and paying the expenses of mounting 
the trial, the amount did not equal the cost of my long-term analysis. This award was covered by malpractice 
insurance. 

The lawyers interviewed some jurors after the trial. The jury’s logic was not psychological logic. They determined 
that since some of my hours of analysis had occurred during my training and counted toward my becoming a 
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psychoanalyst, the analyst had fulfilled part of his “contract” with me, so they did not grant the full amount I had 
paid for my analysis. They also didn’t grant the amount I had requested for future psychoanalysis, because, as one 
juror said, “These people are in therapy all the time anyway.” 

Recovery 

The guilty verdict reached by the jury felt like a confirmation of my psychic reality of being betrayed and seriously 
harmed. In addition, once the trial was over, my ex-analyst stopped being part of my everyday life, and I no longer 
had to be affected by his behavior or keep confronting our clashing views of reality. Freed from the combative 
relationship of being opponents in a lawsuit, I was able to recapture my gratitude for the help I had received early 
in my analysis. 

As time went on, I made progress regaining my faith in myself as an analyst, further separating myself from my ex-
analyst. Six months after the trial, I dreamed: 

I was at a psychoanalytic conference, and I came out of a large session and saw my former analyst sitting on a sofa 
in the corridor, outside of the session room. 

In this dream, I am entitled to participate in the psychoanalytic world, while my ex-analyst is on the outside. Seeing 
him “outside of the session room” meant to me that he is now outside of my sessions, no longer infiltrating every 
minute of my analytic work. At the same time, there is a way that I still feel on the outside, unable to share the 
experience of the majority of analysts who have ended analysis feeling respect for their psychoanalyst. 

Conclusion 

In this talk, I have selected a few dreams representative of unconscious issues that demanded my attention as I 
careened from learning about my analyst’s sexual exploitation of a patient, to knowing that he breached my 
confidentiality, to filing a lawsuit, to facing him before a jury that found him guilty. I believe that my dreams saved 
my psychic life. I mean this in both senses: the dreams preserved the pain that registered in my unconscious until a 
dream story could be created and remembered; and also, working with my dreams exercised my psychoanalytic 
capacities when my analytic identity was in greatest jeopardy. Through the dream work, I regained faith in my 
intuition, conscious and unconscious. 

Breach of confidentiality is an exploitation of the patient’s psyche, using analytic communication to satisfy 
personal needs of the analyst rather than to benefit the patient’s psychic development.  Even if the patient does 
not learn the details of the breach, as I did, the analyst who talks too freely about a patient breaks the protective 
perimeter of the analytic container, and the patient’s analytic safety leaks through the cracks. Perhaps my 
experience will help clinicians understand the destructive consequences of this boundary violation on a patient’s 
psychic life, so that we may practice caution at the beginning of the “slippery slope”—in order to do no harm. 
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DIDN’T YOU EVER LOVE ME 

By Judith E. Vida, M.D. 

(Seventeen Bitter Fragments and an Afterword) 
Judith E. Vida © 2009 
For presentation to International Forum for Psychoanalytic Education 20th Annual Interdisciplinary Conference 

Daring to Speak: Languages Spoken and Unspoken, November 6-8, 2009, Seattle, Washington. 

The instability of human knowledge is one of our few certainties. Almost everything we know we 
know incompletely at best. And almost nothing we are told remains the same when retold. 

Janet Malcolm Two Lives//Gertrude and Alice. 2007. New Haven and London: Yale University Press, p. 186. 

I. 
From an e-mail to my son in Tokyo, 6 AM on September 6, 2009: 

…I’m trying to settle myself down to finish what I hope is a last piece of writing about the 
peculiarity of my relationship with [my mother]. I’m so tired of it. It would be nice to use this 
impending sale of [her house] as something to lean on [as an exit strategy]. This is all tied up with 
reading about slaveholding. A short novel called Property by Valerie Martin (that I found out about 
in a review of her newest book) took hold of me at the end of this week. One of the blurbs describes 
it as “quietly devastating” which is no exaggeration. [R]ight after I finish this e-mail to you, I’m 
going to spend an hour or so with my writing. 

II. 
This is a paper I do not want to write. I do not want to have to write it. Of course I do not “have to” – it only feels 
as though I do. The “it” that I’m tired of is both the relationship with my mother and the compulsion to make sense 
of it. Even now I hear the voice of my dead mother sneering that this is begging for exoneration from the lies and 

false memories she is certain I have constructed about the perfect landscape of my childhood. What she knew. 
What she believed. What she thought. What she felt. Four walls that defined my place in the world. 
And controlled me. 

III. 
It has taken me a very long time to trust where “interest” leads me, usually to something peculiar, but once I take 
the peculiar seriously, I discover its relevance to making sense of myself in a world I didn’t choose. I do not write 
about such discoveries so much as I report from within them. 

IV. 
My mother died in 2008, at the age of nearly 94. Since then, I have a strange taste in my mouth. Some newly 
released psychic energy expands my internal peripheral vision. I can see how exhausted I am from having had to 
defend and protect myself from her over my whole lifetime. I observe myself moving about without old reference 
points. I find that I am often awkward and do not know what to say when asked how I am or what I am doing. Not 
to have an emotionally defended set-piece response is part of a new freedom, and it is not very comfortable. This 
is why I have never liked to answer the telephone. On the telephone I tend to feel exposed and on the spot; when 
a real or imagined demand for compliant response plays as urgent, my failure to comply is a punishable offense. 
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These sentences accumulate, making it hazardous to return calls. Even with my mother dead, this feeling about the 
telephone persists; it is structural. Though I try to push through it, I wonder if I can let myself stop trying. The truth 

is: I do not know what to do with this freedom. I feel that I should be quiet and still. On and off 
throughout my life I have blustered with a certainty and an air of command that I don’t really feel 
and do not like; I am making it up. It always seemed to be the way to burst out of the confining 
strictures of my mother’s world, but it turned out to provide only a short leash. 
V. 

I am grateful for this trust in what interests me. It frees me to wonder what to read next, to work curiosity and 
something like desire as a dowsing rod to direct my hand, and to see what turns up. During the 2008 presidential 

campaign, reviews of two books aroused my interest in the politics of death and slavery: Drew Gilpin Faust’s This 
Republic of Suffering: Death and the American Civil War and Annette Gordon-Reed’s The Hemingses of 
Monticello: An American Family. After these two I picked up Annette Gordon-Reed’s work of a decade earlier, 

Thomas Jefferson and Sally Hemings: An American Controversy. Clear, concise, and even-handed, it reads 

as a legal brief of the evidence for and against there having been a 38-year intimate relationship between Thomas 
Jefferson and his dead wife’s enslaved half-sister Sally Hemings. In the book Annette Gordon-Reed reports that the 

1979 novel Sally Hemings by Barbara Chase-Riboud set off a firestorm of protest by white heirs and historians 

desperate to protect Jefferson from the charge of “miscegenation.” I looked for Sally Hemings on 

www.amazon.com , and found a new edition with an afterword describing confirmation of the evidence by DNA 
testing of Jefferson’s descendants in the year 2000. 

VI. 

This is about “reading,” isn’t it?  I am always reading. Reading was the only thing I could do as a 
child that met with my mother’s unquestioning approval. If I was reading, I didn’t have to engage, 
or justify, or defend though I also couldn’t go anywhere or do anything. I was quiet and held in 
place. House arrest. 

VII. 

I thought about all these books as some kind of subtext for the 2008 election. So it came as a surprise, near the 

end of the novel Sally Hemings, to be ambushed by a few terse paragraphs. In the torturous, knotted, disavowed 

cords of relationship between slaveowner and enslaved, I met a whole tangle of feelings about my now-dead 
mother. Fear, hate, and longing were stuffed into the tight corner where possession overtakes possessiveness. 

This is where my compulsion kicked in. There had been something else I thought to write for the 
IFPE conference, but at the moment of reading those paragraphs, there was a sinking feeling that I 
would have to write this instead. I submitted an abstract glibly proposing to re-enter those 
paragraphs as a way to unpack what they stirred. I thought I had a method. I must have thought I 
could use it. I must have thought I wanted to. But this brings me up short: the word “want” is such 
empty rhetoric when I’ve never had enough room to know what my wanting is. I can say, “I don’t 
want to have to write this paper” without knowing what real wanting would be. “Interest” is either 
as close as I can come to it, or else it is my version of “want.”  

VIII. 

http://www.amazon.com/�
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In those paragraphs of the novel Sally Hemings by Barbara Chase-Riboud, Martha Jefferson Randolph, Thomas 

Jefferson’s eldest and only surviving child by his long-dead white wife, brandishes an envelope Jefferson gave her 
the day before, on his deathbed. The envelope contains his written request for manumission for Sally Hemings. 
Sally Hemings has been Thomas Jefferson’s “concubine” for 38 years who has borne him seven children [four 
surviving into adulthood]. Sally Hemings is now technically Martha Randolph’s property, as well as Jefferson’s 
wife’s half-sister, which makes her Martha’s aunt, even though Sally Hemings and Martha Randolph are very close 
in age. Sally Hemings’ refusal to display gratitude incites Martha Randolph to rage and invective, but holding her 
ground, Sally Hemings remains unmoved. Her rage spent, Martha pauses, then whispers pathetically, “Didn’t you 
ever love me?”  The internal response of the character Sally Hemings as Barbara Chase-Riboud imagines it crashes 
onto me like a heavy crossbeam loosened in an earthquake: 

[an excerpt from the novel] 

“Didn’t you ever love me?” [Martha] whispered. 

It was the same thing her father had asked. [“Did you love me?” he asked. After thirty-eight years he still 

had to ask. (p. 326)] A wild uncontrollable desolation bore down upon me. A howl like that of a wild 
animal caught in my throat. When … when would they understand this farce and this tragedy? I 
knew that only the one who stopped loving, who stopped needing love, would survive. And hate 
seemed to drop over me like a veil. Love had left me, and hate had filled that space. The grief and 
loneliness without him; the empty meaningless days and nights dissolved like dry straw. Hate lifted 
me up in a kind of exaltation. The white envelope which said I was free but which I knew would 
never really free me remained in her hand. 

I didn’t need anything anymore. I didn’t need Martha. Martha needed me to free, but I didn’t need 
Martha to free me. 

I, like my mother and her mother before her, had survived love. (p. 330) 

IX. 

What does it mean, “to survive love”? What manner of person is shaped by such survival? What manner of 
person am I? Much of this paper has been written before it dawns on me that Martha Randolph’s invective 

exactly echoes my mother’s blaming me for my father’s death in 1981 from a heart attack because I didn’t love 
him. “You don’t love us” was the charge that rang through the corridors of my life. It is lodged in my earliest 
memories and reverberated through my every milestone and misdeed all the way to my mother’s last weeks as 
she complained about me to my other son who had offered to take over her affairs (to my immense relief).  

X. 

Like Sally Hemings, Valerie Martin’s 2003 novel Property is also unspooled by a first person narration. Manon 

Gaudet, described on the book cover as “bitterly intelligent and monstrously self-absorbed,” is white Louisiana 
Creole, a woman, slaveholding, married, childless, then widowed, and in 1828 is powerless to affect anything in 
her external circumstances except the slaves who are her property, and with whom she is locked in a dance to the 
death of mutual hatred and fear. Manon is stung to be characterized by her aunt as having “a cold heart,” but the 
ongoing narration slices to the bone to reveal Manon’s utter absence of sympathy for any point of view other than 
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her own. When I write it like this, Manon sounds like my mother. When I read it on page 176, the cold heart felt 

like mine. Hate has filled the space. 

XI. 

Is it that I don’t want to write this paper, or is it that I don’t know how to write it? For this to make sense to anyone 
else, how much old ground do I have to cover? Do I have to repeat what I have already written in different 

versions, different pieces, over the last twenty years? It is too much, too hard to go over it again. I don’t want to. 
At my 45th college reunion last spring, several of us were invited to take fifteen minutes to say something about 
our life since graduation. I used some of my Hungarian story to suggest what it meant to me that the mother who 
had distorted my life was now at last dead. There was a clamorous response: “You’ve got to write this as a book!” 
For a time afterwards, I was in mild shock from the telling. Later, when I could think about it, my mind went into a 
kind of de-resolution. Book? What book? I couldn’t quite grasp what this would be. Then, later still: It would be too 

boring to write. Besides, I am only making it up. None of it is real. And I want it to be over. 

XII. 

Here is the Hungarian story as I condensed it for a previous paper: Since earliest memory my mother has told 
me proudly that I am the only member of the immigrant family on both sides who speaks only 
[American] English, never Hungarian. But when I am 50 and in Budapest (for the first time) for a 
professional conference, my head explodes with language memory. I hear my grandparents’ voices, 
I read the billboards. This is a baby-Hungarian language that my mother will insist is false memory 
syndrome. There is, of course, much more to it. 

XIII. 

As I move back and forth among the fragments that I have laid out here, I wake up to something. The word 
“peculiar” in the e-mail to my son also appears in a sentence in section III that I had lifted from my abstract. Of 
course the abstract was written months earlier but the repeated word glowers at me. “Peculiar.” Staring at that 
word “peculiar” draws me toward seeing that I have shied away from exposing the full depth of feeling about my 
mother out of fear. Fear of the bitterness, I suppose. Am I afraid of how it feels, or of how it looks? My mother was 
a blamer. Am I really not a blamer or am I just straining again not to resemble her?  Who am I when I am not trying 

not to be her? Hate has filled the space. I am worried about the hate. 

XIV. 

I went to The Unseen, a new play by Craig Wright, at the Road Theatre Company in North Hollywood, on August 

21, 2009, the next to last night of a run that began June 14. The Road is a favorite theatre company, and this was 
the third of its three-play season, the first two of which I had really liked.  I kept ignoring the reminder-e-mails I 
had asked to receive, until it was almost too late. Place: a prison. Time: the present. Valdez and Wallace are two 
men in adjacent cells, who cannot see each other; Smash is the guard who brings them what passes for food, 

empties their slop buckets, and every day takes each in turn to be tortured without asking any questions. Godot 

meets The Dumbwaiter. Optimistic Valdez and pessimistic Wallace lob memory games and conspiracy theories 

back and forth like the play Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern, until unanswerable monotony erupts in violence 

and chaos. Offstage the prison falls. Their cells unlocked, Smash lying dead before them, Valdez and Wallace sit 
immobilized and staring through their open doors. After a long time, Wallace leaves his cell and goes to Valdez; 
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they are startled to see each other. After still more time, Wallace pulls Valdez forcibly out through the thickening 

smoke. The play is over. Applause, bows, house lights up. By the time I leave the theatre I am 
sobbing. Because they were finally released? Because it took them so long to leave? Because it 
made no sense that they did leave? Or because I know they will never be free. 

XV. 

Danzy Senna, the middle child of an interracial marriage, in Where Did You Sleep Last Night? writes: 

Years later I tried to leave the country. I lived in London, where my friends were black people from 
all around the world. I remember noticing that they lacked the black American bitterness – and 
more importantly, that quintessentially American obsession with race. They told me they didn’t 
understand why we – black Americans – were so hung up on it, why we saw it everywhere, in 
everything. They were right: like those religious fanatics who see Jesus’ face in clouds and window 
fog and rock formations, we did see it everywhere. I remember feeling so lonely in the presence of 
those seemingly enlightened, unfettered black people, and realizing that at the end of the day I felt 
at home only in the prison of America. Only there did I make sense. (pp. 55-56) 

Reading this brings such a relief to find that I am not the only one who needs a prison to make sense of herself. 
(Such an odd thing, you would think, for a psychoanalyst to say.) 

XVI. 

I can admit now that not knowing how to write this paper has played a big part in my resistance to it. This has 

pressed me to be written, but I mean these words to be knife-like, not soft as has been much of my earlier 
writing.  In that writing I had worked hard to open myself up, to open up myself, to risk the softness. I do not feel 
soft now. I am anxious, tense and fearful. I don’t know how offensive it will be that I find a metaphor of 
enslavement in my relationship with my mother. Is this “monstrous self-absorption”? Once I began this reading 
stream, I slipped into a deep well of urgent horror about everything to do with slavery, especially the insidious 
residual fragments that I stumble upon, fragments deeply embedded in this culture, in everyday mindless 
discourse, in political rhetoric, and in me. How I used to feel and think about this seems sentimental, 
intellectualized, defended, stupid. “Enslavement,” the word that Annette Gordon-Reed uses, is very different for 
me from the word “slavery.” It stops me in my tracks. Rather than pointing to an institution at a distance, 
“enslavement” captures a feeling that makes me tremble. Though her editor argued against referring to Sally 
Hemings every time as “Sally Hemings,” Barbara Chase-Riboud deliberately refused to perpetuate the 
dehumanization of the enslaved by reducing them to first names. Right up to her end, my mother insisted upon 
being addressed as “Mrs. Vida,” all the while reducing others to their first names. I am horrified and ashamed of 
what I have unthinkingly said and casually done up to now that touches on these matters. I have to carry this 
awareness with me. But can I carry it without collapsing with shame?  Can it be allowed that some part of 
“enslavement” feels (also) like my story? 

XVII. 

It is hard to locate my voice without my mother to angle against. I cannot foresee how this will be heard or read, 

but it no longer matters. Making sense to anyone else means less than that I make sense to myself. I am sorry 
but this is true. At the end of my mother’s nearly 94 years I was so tired of surviving love. Freed from the pull to 
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answer to her for what I did and did not feel during her lifetime, I must answer to myself. What was so bad 
about my life? On the surface, seemingly nothing. So why has it always felt so bad? This is what I have 

had to make sense of. Stumbling upon the Hungarian story while my mother was alive told me I wasn’t only who 
she told me I was. Stumbling upon the Hungarian story while my mother was alive proved that some part of myself 
had once belonged to me. The compulsion to write this now arises from a wish to be credible enough at last to 

stop working it over. Hate has filled the space. Writing this paper gives that hate a voice. This is why I 
don’t want to write it. I didn’t love my mother. It is hard to say it. There was no room left in me for 
love. Is it a vain hope to think that if I write this, some of the hate will drain out and leave some 
open space?  

Afterword. 

Later, I said I should have known. I don’t think I believed that she would ever actually die; I don’t think 
she did, either. On a Super Bowl Sunday, I had sat at my mother’s bedside in a convalescent hospital. Since her 

collapse at home two months earlier, there were a few letters from friends whom we didn’t know to call; and my 
husband’s brother had died in Ireland four days before. I read her the letters, and because she could no longer 
hold a steady pen, I took down what she said in response on some nice stationery that I had brought. I was 
touched by her simple clarity and by the fluent sympathy that rang deeply true in a note to my newly widowed 
sister-in-law. It was probably the calmest two hours I had ever spent with her. She spoke only kindly and 
appreciatively about people, with none of her typical ranting complaints. She said she knew how hard I had always 
worked and thanked me for taking the time to be with her. Finally, there was a long letter that had been 
forwarded from a niece of whom she had always been intensely critical. As I read aloud her detailed efforts to turn 
her life around, my mother murmured “Oh good,” and “good for her!” and “I hope it works this time.” By the end 
of the letter, my mother was too tired to go on, so we agreed to write a response later. The next day she was 
restless and uncomfortable with visitors, though she let me feed her three spoonfuls of chicken soup; shortly after, 
she couldn’t be aroused and was transferred to the hospital where she died, a week to the day after my husband’s 

brother. As I write this, I think, so why couldn’t I have asked her what she thought she had really 
been angry about? But I knew the answer – that she had been cheated by life of being who she 
wished she was, that I had been her last best hope and I had failed her – and I couldn’t bear to hear 
it again. It is all the more remarkable that at the very end, she did stand up in her life with 
something like acceptance.  
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ARTICLES 

ALPHABETIZED: BEING AND ABOUT 

By Paul Cooper  

This paper is adapted and excerpted from The Zen Impulse and the Psychoanalytic Encounter by Paul C 

Cooper and used with the permission of Routledge an imprint of the Taylor & Francis Group. 

I would like to develop and articulate some distinctions between “being” and “about.” Bion’s use of alpha function 
serves to enter the discussion. Bion developed the notion of “alpha function,” a process by which “beta elements,” 
a term he uses to describe the basic raw experience of sensations and affects are worked over and transformed 
into the precursors or the material of thought. Alpha function explains, as Eigen writes, “… how feelings become 
real for us, how “emotional digestion” works (2004, p. 76). The failure of alpha function in the absence or failure or 
deficiency of maternal reverie, the lack of, which Lopez-Corvo, for instance, notes, “… will hamper the possibility of 
structuring an alpha function” (2006, p.99).  From this theoretical perspective, Ferro (2005) details the manner in 
which pathology occurs as a result of deficient or lacking alpha function or in which the alpha function cannot 
process the intensity and extent of incoming stimuli. Rhode speaks of the role that the “deterioration in alpha 
function” plays in psychic deadness. He notes that “Meaning drains from the concepts of space and time, and a 
sense of catastrophe darkens any attempt at comprehension” (1994, p. 111). These sensitive and creative 
formulations and developments in psychoanalytic thought derive from Melanie Klein’s original theoretical 
formulations and have extended the range and efficacy of clinical technique. 

However, in a shift in perspective away from an exclusive emphasis on pathology, Zen experience informs me that 
just as such deficiencies require attention; one can become what I would like to describe as being over “alpha-
betized.”  This experience finds expression in the human tendency to seek out, discover, uncover, recover what is 
the cause, the reason, the why, or the meaning of experience. Becoming alphabetized contributes to what Rhode 
(1998) describes as viewing the world in a limited and “lexical” manner, imagining that everything must make 
sense; that we feel comfortable when things make sense; as if  all experience can be lined up alphabetically or 
numerically; as if the crucial existential questions of life can be answered by consulting a master dictionary; as if 
dream images are devoid of unique meanings for the individual; as if the koan can be “solved” or answered 
logically and intellectually; as if, as Rhode notes, with regard to the medical model, that “it has no place in it for a 
concept of unknowable internalization – a concept of unknowable becoming” (1998, p. 20). Such problems and 
dilemmas constituted the agenda of the positivists, not the Zenist and not a small but increasingly expanding cadre 
of contemporary psychoanalysts. These basic existential questions are the type that Zen teachers characteristically 
and repeatedly scoff at. The Zen literature is filled with stories reflecting this attitude. This over-reliance on sense-
making operates at the expense of a view of the infinite and creative potential of openings into the unknown. This 
tendency becomes institutionalized and rationalized through an exclusive use of theory, logic, linear thinking and 
sense-making and results in de-emphasizing, thus inadvertently buffering, and at the extreme foreclosing the felt, 
lived impact of experiencing Truth as we find it. Grotstein, for example, takes it a step further. He describes 
psychoanalytic theories as 

… veritable psychoanalytic manic defenses against the unknown, unknowable, ineffable, inscrutable, 
ontological experience of ultimate being, what Bion terms “Absolute Truth”, “Ultimate Reality.” It is 
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beyond words, beyond contemplation, beyond knowing, and always remains “beyond” in dimensions 

forever unreachable by man (2007, p.121). 

Zen practice demands a stripping away of such defenses, which are often characterized in Zen parlance as 

“dualistic thinking.” Practice, in this respect, demands “being” not simply talking “about” a koan. Performing, not 

informing and not speaking, as the Zen master demands, when he says, “Show me!” This demand, however, has 
often been misunderstood, even by serious Zen practitioners, as an exclusive “showing” at the expense of “telling,” 
at the expense of dialogue, at the expense of intellect and can result in a radical extremism that devalues dialogue 
and which has clearly been the subject of criticism among contemporary Zen scholars and practitioners who assert 
that intellectual and intuitive capacities require integration and that prioritization of one over the other represents 
dualistic thinking (Heine, 1994, Heine & Wright, 2000; Hori 2000, 2003). Heine, for instance describes the interview 
between teacher and student as an “encounter dialogue,” which he notes involves “ … a particular type of oral 
practice in which masters and students interact in certain definable, if unpredictable ways (2000, p.47). 

The fundamental and distinctive Zen tenet, “no reliance on words and letters,” for instance, what was intended as 
a critique and warning of fundamentalist tendencies toward concrete and literal meaning of the scriptures, a 
tendency in any religion or psychoanalytic school of thought; a tendency and a dependency, has been erroneously 
interpreted and misused to rationalize a total disregard for written teachings. This radical disregard for the 
intellect has clearly not been my experience with several Zen teachers whom I have studied and practiced with 
over the years, who all, without exception, encouraged discussion, especially during our early meetings. Without 
exception these teachers consistently worked through this misconception on my part, which was typically 
expressed through my own attempts to derail dialogue and that interfered with genuine relatedness.  These 
efforts, while consciously reflecting my intention to demonstrate, in no uncertain terms, my own level of 
realization, also functioned, at the time, more as expressions of my own unconscious character-driven avoidance 
tactics than any true expression of any Zen realization, or, as my analyst used to assert it at the time, “You prefer 
to be a moving target rather than a sitting duck.” 

The relationships between analyst and analysand; between Zen teacher and student are fluid with specific 
identifiable phases that traverse the full range between “being” and “about.” For instance, Daido Loori, the 
contemporary American Zen master, outlines this flow as follows: 

The first stage is very much like a child with a parent. The teacher is very directive. “This is the way you sit. 
This is the way you hold your hands. This is the way you breathe.” It’s to get the student started. That 
quickly dissolves into a relationship in which the teacher … becomes a spiritual mentor. Then that 
dissolves into spiritual equals. The teacher disappears. Finally the teacher and the student exchange 
positions—the teacher becomes the student, the student becomes the teacher. (2009, p. 41). 

In this regard, we take in the qualities of our teachers, although teachers will consciously work against such 
identifications in order to facilitate a process for the student of opening up to who one is, to “true self.” However, 
just as maternal reverie facilitates alpha function and the development of the capacity to digest and use raw 
experience, the power of unconscious identification and internalization through cycles of projection and 
introjection can exert a strong influence in shaping the student’s perception, experience and expression of Zen. 

Loori, in describing his experience with his teacher, characterizes the conversations as sparse. The terseness of 
language that Loori describes can be reflective of both the evolution of the relationship interacting with cultural 
influences and personalities. For instance, during my sui-zen [2] training with Japanese teachers, basically nothing 
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was spoken. Teaching was exclusively through example, playing together and by demonstration. Given this 
traditional formalized Japanese teaching style, certain teachers said more or less than others. By contrast, 
American teachers who I have studied with tend to speak quite a bit, providing guidance and historical information 
in between demonstrations and explications on technique. Within this interactive context, this group of teachers 
displayed a wide range of personal variation. For example, one teacher would usually take a break in between 
pieces to serve tea during our lessons. 

Similarly, the relation between “being and “about” can be observed in different approaches to psychoanalysis. One 
approach hinges on the view of psychoanalysis as a collection of theories and related techniques applied to 
specifically diagnosed pathologies with cure as a goal. The practitioner stands outside looking in and applies the 
tools. The notion of cure as an exclusive goal can become problematic and at the extreme can be intertwined with 
intolerance, greed, aggression or fear. Conformity to a system of techniques, at the extreme, reflects an 
expectation that the analysand conforms. With regard to the role of cure, Barratt draws a distinction between 
“psychotherapeutic efficacy” and “psychoanalytic truthfulness and transformation” (1993, p. 41). He further 
observes that “In short the psychoanalytic method is not the generation of formulas by which lives may be 
encoded and guided” (p. 42). Loori’s pronouncement “I am a worthless wretch and have nothing to show you, go 
see for yourself!” exemplifies this position. 

Alternatively, the psychoanalyst facilitates and engages in a free-associative inquiry that constitutes the 
psychoanalytic dialogue relating to the individual’s uniqueness in an accepting and creative way. The ensuing 
transformative conversation is unique and integrates varying levels of both “being” and “about.” Barrett’s 
observation holds relevance for both disciplines. He notes that “the secret of the psychoanalytic method is the 
very engagement  of a discourse wherein the fixity and certainty of  any proffered epistemic configuration are 

dislodged … what psychoanalysis offers the subject is thus its discourse as Otherwise” (Barrett’s emphasis, p. 42). 

Dogen, the 13th C Japanese monk and founder of the Soto Zen tradition, points to non-privileging of silence or 
dialogue, demonstration or talking about in this poem: 

Not limited 

By language 

It is ceaselessly expressed; 

So, too, the way of letters 

Can display but not exhaust it. 

(Dogen, In: S. Heine, Trans. 1997, p.108) 

In this regard, “experiential being” does not exclude “talking about” direct experience and does not always exclude 
intellectual discourse. We are thinking and feeling beings. Our relationships are fluid. Such an option and 
misperception betrays subtle splits and reinforces dualistic thinking. Rather, “being” and “about” become 
harmonized and reflect a lived aspect of the abstract notion of the identity of the relative and the absolute. 
“Being” does not exclude “about” or other capacities. Rather the dialogue evolves and opens an expanded 
enriched sense of who we are in relation to each other, for instance, when student and teacher exchange roles. 
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The Zen master and the student, often through formal ritual, express a commitment to partake in truth evolutions 
through varying and oscillating combinations of “about” and “being” discovering moments of balance of 
simultaneous separateness and oneness. In this way, the ensuing dialogue occurring in the interview re-establishes 
the basic rhythm of one’s personal oscillation, which in this sense becomes restorative, and refreshing, albeit, at 
times, shocking, disorienting and terrifying and often, in my experience, includes a discussion of ordinary day-to-
day basic human experiences. 

With experience, a sense of trust develops. One begins to experience the break up of exclusive reliance on the 
intellect. Break ups in momentary doses exert a beneficial and integrating impact that engenders a psychic balance 
between “being” and “about.” The transitory and unstable nature of experiences of clarity and insight can be 
frustratingly fragmentary occurring in split-second moments. Grasping engenders reification. We grasp at what the 
contemporary psychoanalyst and Zen master Diane Martin describes as idealized “preferred psychological states.” 
[3] These states are partial and tantalizing. Zen masters typically dismiss such states and advocate for continued 
practice. Enlightenment experiences in their seductiveness can engender complacency. In such states, we fail to 
realize that there is no endpoint. Practice is ongoing and something that we need to keep at. This is the 
significance of such mandates as: “Enlightenment, throw it away!” Or, “If you see the Buddha, kill the Buddha!” 
However, as brief as these momentary experiences might be, they can exert a profound influence on our lives in 
subtle, yet dramatic ways and reverberate outwardly as shifts occur in one’s mode of being in the world and affect 
those individuals with whom we come in contact with. This is what I feel in relation to my teacher regardless of 
whether she is terse or expansive when we meet. 

This process takes time and depends on the development of trust in the other and faith in the process. Eigen, in a 
discussion of recovery from breakdown, describes a parallel relationship in psychoanalysis. He writes, “One must 
feel the Other’s fidelity in order to risk finding the place of breaking and coming together, in order to establish this 
psychic pulse-beat” (2004, p. 23- 24). For example, after finishing this manuscript, I commented to Enkyo Roshi 
that I felt like a fraud; that people view me as some kind of expert, which I clearly know I am not. She responded: 
“How do you think I feel?” “All of my students expecting me to be enlightened all of the time?”  This was followed 
by shared heartfelt laughter that drove home the point that after all, we are simply human beings seeking the 
truth together. 

This idealized expectation or illusion that the teacher is enlightened or perfect is simultaneously devaluing and 
dehumanizing because there is a failure to see the teacher in real terms or in human terms. Stefano Baragato, 
Sensei would say during interviews, “The teachings came about because we are human!” In this spirit he would 
often pick a student to conduct the interviews. 

There is a grandiose expectation of perfection, a perfect mother, father, breast, mirror, anchor. Growth requires 
seeing through the transparency of this illusion and the accompanying expectations, suffering through the 
disappointment and realizing that we are simply human beings struggling together. Giving up this idealization of 
the teacher, giving up this grandiose expectation requires giving up one’s own grandiosity and the idea that we will 
find some permanent state of incorruptible perfection. 

Nick’s Safe Harbor 

Similarly, the analysand often entertains the fantasy and holds the desire of some conflict-free endpoint where 
everything will forever be fine, smooth, seamless and live the fairy tale existence of a “happy ever after.” During 
his analysis, Nick described a “safe harbor” free from waves, turbulence, and chaos. He imagined a move out of the 
city to a rural environment where he speculated that “I can grow flowers, walk my dog, play music, whatever. I 
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noticed that he would run from relationships when “things would heat up,” when the waves appear. He has 
trouble realizing that the safe harbor is in how an individual or a couple negotiate the waves as they rise and fall. 
How do they ride them out without drowning in the conflict? Is collaborative and sensitive communication possible 
or do defensive aggressive flight –fight patterns emerge? Can we own our humanness in a way that facilitates 
feeling and surviving the impacts of self and other on self and other?  This safe harbor wish might be related to 
early experiences and might be successfully analyzed. However, analysis can strengthen the capacity to work with 
such states, not necessarily make them disappear. 

From the Zen perspective, Hisamatsu speaks to the urge to engender a feeling of safe harbor. He notes: 

Man cannot comfortably live in inconstancy. As a consequence of the view which would have it that the 
world is ‘inconstant,’ one comes to hate this world of inconstancy and to retire from it. There then arises 
an idea, typified in the recluse, by which one tries to attain a world of eternal life, lending significance to 
the inconstant world as a mere process of preparation for the achievement of the eternal realm (1979, 
p.4). 

The implication for both Zen and psychoanalysis centers on the willingness for two individuals to participate in a 
shared endeavor of becoming real, being human and living sensitively and compassionately as we become 
“partners in Truth.” From this perspective, the question as I see it becomes not whether to privilege “being” or 
“about” but how we use or misuse “being” and ‘about?” Do we exploit their capacities to resist or to reveal Truth? 
Realistically we operate through variations of blends of both. They are not mutually exclusive. Functions are 
variable and subject to rising and falling oscillations. The teacher’s or the analyst’s flexibility to enter both forms of 
encounter and variations of both engenders growth. Can we transcend such either or’s and ask:  How real can we 
become to ourselves? How real can we become to others?” 
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Paul C. Cooper and used with permission of Routeledge an imprint of the Taylor & Francis Group.  

[2] Sui-zen: Literally “blowing meditation,” practiced with a shakuhachi, a bamboo flute played vertically. 

[3] Personal conversation with Diane Martin, Roshi and Abbott of Udumbara Zen Center 
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ENVY IN THE CONTEXT OF PATRIARCHAL HIERARCHIES 

By Caroline de Pottel, Ph.D., LCSW 

INTRODUCTION 

Historically, the psychoanalyst’s primary consideration has been the intra-psychic life of the individual as formed 
within a family context, while discussion about the broader social influences upon the individual and the family 
have been minimal.  Overlooking the social origins of personal ideals and values that influence the family, the 
patient, and the psychoanalyst, would be like ignoring any other countertransference phenomenon.   I use the 
topic of envy, as one example, to show the importance of including elements of social and political life to bring 
further understanding to the treatment and theory of psychoanalysis. 

In this paper, I examine the effect of patriarchal hierarchies on the social norms that are internalized by both 
genders to inform what is enviable in a given culture and what is acceptable envy expression.  I’ll begin by defining 
envy; identify the role patriarchal hierarchies play in stimulating envy; then, demonstrate the power that 
patriarchal views had upon envy and gender-bias in early psychoanalysis; and conclude with female and male case 
material demonstrating the manner these social influences affect the individual expression of envy as seen 
clinically in both men and women. 

Envy is a devaluing experience causing great personal distress.  Like a narcissistic injury, envy ignites anger and the 
impulse to retaliate when an admired trait, possession, or success of another feels threatening to personal self-
esteem.  The rigid hierarchies and subjugation of women indigenous to patriarchal cultures stimulate idealizations 
that further intensify the envious response. 

Envy is paradoxical.  It can quickly erupt into terrible confrontations between siblings, friends, colleagues, or 
between parent and child, analyst and patient, and yet social custom dictates destructive envy is seldom discussed 
openly.  Our field, also influenced by the beliefs of a larger social context about envy has repeated this clandestine 
tendency by focusing only on the most pathological forms of it, as if envy were not ubiquitous to human nature. 

The key to understanding the role of hierarchies in stimulating destructive envy lies in the thesis that certain 
beliefs and social norms become idealized and are then communicated between the social and the personal 
levels.  The social becomes personal (introjection) when these socially constructed norms are accepted on an 
individual level as personally true (identification).   In addition to beliefs, the acceptable expression of private 
emotion is learned within a social context (Gergen, 1996).  Put succinctly, humans in a given culture consciously 
and unconsciously form and are impacted by the beliefs and norms of that society.  An acceptable model for 
expression of emotion develops; then these learned behaviors are passed from person to person and from one 
generation to another.  Trends are established for emotional expression.  For one example, men express 
themselves more easily with anger and women with sadness (Lerner, et al, 1992).   Now, more particular to my 
topic of envy  — typically, women are more likely to admit to envy, while in general, men do not (Burke, 1998). 

These standards are set in a given culture or group and the individual members compare themselves to these 
particular ways of behaving and feeling, and often experience themselves as not measuring up.  Frequently, these 
feelings of inadequacy breed envy and envy is damaging both to the individual mind and to relationships. 

Therefore, I am proposing that the link between the personal and the social context in understanding envy and 
patriarchal hierarchies cannot be overlooked.  
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ENVY DEFINED 

Envy combines a painful wish to possess a cherished quality or property seen with or in another, along with 
feelings of malice, hostility, destructiveness, and/or revenge toward the envied person (Eisler, 1922; Klein, 1957; 
Spillius, 1993).   Although many contemporary psychoanalytic theorists admit that envy is ubiquitous and 
inevitable in the mind of the individual and in relationships (Steiner, 2008); because it can be so destructive, thus 
accompanied by shame, envy unlike other emotional experiences is not discussed in a broad spectrum of 
diagnoses (de Pottél, 2002).  Instead, most articles about envy are restricted to case examples portraying patients 
with severe psychopathology (Kernberg, 1986, for one). 

In contrast to those theorists who think about envy in a narrow perspective, I see envy like any other emotion, as 
multi-determined and based on one’s developmental history, past and current life experience, and maturity level 
(de Pottél, 2002).  People who tend to have more difficulty with envy and managing its destructive behaviors 
usually have had earlier disappointments, losses, and/or trauma making it difficult to tolerate the inevitable affect 
of envy that is evoked in every day life.  The more severe the wound or injury is felt to be, the more the person is 
likely to feel deficient or inferior and experience the compound affect of envy.   This compound affect includes: 1. 
admiration; 2. a narcissistic injury; 3. a longing for a quality or possession (probably idealized); and 4. anger at the 
possessor with a wish to take revenge or destroy that which is admired (Spillius, 1993; Klein, 1957).  I think two 
additional components are important to consider when looking at envy in a broader spectrum; that is, 5. shame, 
and 6. an assortment of compensations and adaptations to avoid, enact, manage, and defend against the 
debilitating experience of envy, thus, giving the concept of envy a broader perspective. 

Envy is considered the nastiest of the seven deadly sins, which include pride, greed, lust, anger, gluttony, and sloth. 
[NOTE TO AUTHOR: Considered the nastiest by whom?  There certainly are many who would consider one or 
another deadly sin as the nastiest.  Either specify, please – or rephrase.] At its most  [NOTE – Pronoun reference is 
vague – who/what is the “it” of “at its most destructive’?  The person?  Please change the syntax here.]destructive 
the person experiencing envy secretly wants to destroy or ruin the envied possession or person.  Revenge against 
the envied person just for having the admired trait or possession is the central focus of being envious.  The 
response of revenge suggests that the missing and coveted trait or possession re-stimulates the experience of 
inadequacy and narcissistic injury, like the earlier emotional trauma.  Thus, for the person overwhelmed by 
malignant envy, obtaining the trait or sought after possession becomes secondary to the primary focus of revenge 
(Spillius, 1993).  Instead, the ultimate revenge would be narcissistic debasement and/or humiliation of the other, 
as if that would even the score.  Considering the complexities within the envy dynamic, it is easy to see how a 
privileged state of one person could evoke in another a feeling of injustice or an envious’ wish for revenge (the 
unspeakable side of envy).  I propose that with the added disadvantage of being in a lesser position in a patriarchal 
hierarchy, there can be a further inflammation of feelings of inferiority, intensification of perceived unfairness or 
inequality, and/or stimulation of a wish to even the score. 

PATRIARCHAL HIERARCHIES 

Patriarchy, defined in the narrow sense, refers to a system, historically derived from Greek and Roman law, in 
which the male head of the household had absolute legal and economic power over his dependent female and 
male family members.  The term patriarchy defined in a broader sense means a hierarchical social system and way 
of thinking that extends beyond simply the institutionalization of male dominance over women and children in the 
family that extends to a society in general (Lerner, 1992; Random House Unabridged Dictionary, 1993).  This male 
domination is not really about individual men having control over individual women (yet it could be).  Instead, it is 
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a generalized sense of domination by a group esteemed to be most valued over those that are not in the same 
social class, race, gender, and/or sexual orientation.  Patriarchal hierarchies have now become an accepted model 
of leadership style in many organizations. 

Implicit to hierarchical structure is oppression.  Oppression controls thinking and action; leads people to adjust to 
the “right way.”  Thus, creativity and growth are stunted (Freire, 1984).   Oppression is an overwhelming anti-life 
mechanism that stifles thinking and action, as does envy.  Authentic thinking is kept alive through active 
communication and dies when subordinated to an authority deemed to be superior (Fromm, 1966; Freire, 
1984).   Erich Fromm (l966), a psychoanalyst with a particular focus on culture’s relevance to individual experience, 
also suggests that those who are oppressed feel less impotent by submitting to and identifying with the group in 
power.   This submission and/or diminishment minimizes the awareness of the painful lack of individual 
empowerment.   Similarly, envy intensifies when there is awareness of difference and recedes with 
conformity.  Those in power within a group or society control those considered in a lesser position in the hierarchy 
by domination and repression.  

Patriarchy and Envy Linked 

These tensions, exacerbated within a patriarchal leadership style, create a backdrop wherein the inevitable 
comparisons made between one person and another are intensified and thus, envy is evoked.   The stratification 
within a patriarchal hierarchy sets up a system where those in leadership positions want to keep the status 
quo.  Those who are in an inferior position want to change their situation to get what the privileged have.  It really 
is a black and white system that is similar to the private envious experience of either wanting to be the best or 
feeling left with the worst. 

Envy can also exist in the minds of the privileged.  Just because someone ascribes to a patriarchal belief system 
does not mean they feel adequate.  Those in the dominant group are silent carriers of their own unresolved 
envious feelings and are often frightened their status could be usurped.  A creative contribution can be threatening 
within professional groups because progress establishes difference (Fonagy, 2008).  Or, the overall maintenance of 
established norms and the existence of the group in control could be threatened.  These hierarchal tensions of 
patriarchal cultures expose the inhabitants to the inevitable threatening experience of envy and the fear of others’ 
envy.  Both envy and the conservation of the patriarchal hierarchy are maintained and controlled by a very 
powerful means – silence. 

Within this silence exists the envy quagmire to which terms like evil and hate, as well as malignant, have been 
applied.  The main aim of envy is to spoil that which is desired.   This spoiling can be analogized to a cancerous-
type of growth that destroys healthy cells.   There are increasing feelings of shame that contribute further to its 
private and unspeakable nature.   Silence is the mechanism by which envy and conservation of the existing 
inequality in patriarchal culture are controlled.  Thus, those in a dominant position retain a control in the 
hierarchy, tensions build, and the inevitable comparisons from a devalued position result in envy.  The envier is 
unaware that the internal obsession with the possessions of the other inhibits true personal liberation.  Similar 
outcomes from the same amount of effort are limited in a hierarchy based on the subjugation of women and rigid 
structures.  Both envy and the inherent inequality of the patriarchal hierarchy are hushed and fester within this 
idealized and closed system.  

Hierarchies, Internalization of Idealized Norms, and Envy  
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Perpetual youth is a value in the United States that has particularly focused on an ideal female body that includes 
thinness and perfect breasts.  There are many idiosyncratic and intrapsychic reasons that determine which women 
become so obsessed with this perfection that eating disorders result.  This is one example of an external ideal in 
which these social norms become personal and pathological.  As well, there have been increasing numbers of 
women and men coming to treatment who want to control the aging process and undergo various types of 
cosmetic surgery, in particular for women, breast augmentation. 

Both men and women internalize patriarchal beliefs that are learned at the social level in a patriarchal 
society.  Gradually, these beliefs are accepted on a personal level.  This same mechanism of internalization 
operates to silence the open admission of envy.  The sense that envy should not be openly expressed is learned 
socially, as if the act of revealing envy implies an admission of inferiority.  This oppressive process internalizes the 
imperative to silence envy and manage malignant envy on the societal level.  That is, the individual becomes a 
carrier of the same belief system as those in charge of a hierarchy-style of leadership, envy is then diminished, and 
thus, idealized norms are perpetuated and re-enforced. 

PATRIARCHAL BIAS IN PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY ABOUT ENVY 

Freud (the father of psychoanalysis) did not use the term envy, except in relation to the penis (e.g., 1905).  Thus, 
envy was not listed in the index to the Standard Edition, only penis envy.  Freud’s primary focus on penis envy in 
women implied only women experience envy.  However, as early as 1922 Eisler   linked envy to self-esteem.  It 
seems to me, although not directly stated, Eisler implied that envy was an expectable response in male and female 
development (gender neutral). 

Other psychoanalytic authors displayed the forbidden aspect of envy through discussion of the basic components 
and conflicts about envy without using the word envy (Abraham, 1910 and Glover, 1924).  Instead, they focused on 
what were called anal-narcissistic phase fixations, which described manifestations of concerns with the hidden 
desire to have the possessions of others.  Today, we would call this phenomenon envy, but at that time Freud’s 
psychosexual stages of development were the predominant way of understanding and labeling the mind’s 
structure and function. These stages were a revolutionary way to link the corresponding issues of mental life with 
the physiological growth milestones in the child’s body.  Thus, the anal-narcissistic phase fixations in adults were 
thought to replicate a time when the child selfishly watched over the possessions he already had or wanted what 
he didn’t have.  Therefore, an intense ambivalence of admiration and rage led to hostility, exaggerated criticalness, 
and an overdeveloped envy constellation (my language, not theirs).  The discussions of these authors were 
centered on a person hating someone 1. superior or stronger, 2. with whom he has a strong positive affective bond 
and 3. who is perceived as frustrating or denying him love or some other desired gift.   I notice there is an implied 
concept of hierarchy adding to the intensity of envy. 

Melanie Klein, was the first analyst to realize the centrality of envy in the mind and relationships.  Personal dislike 
of Klein and her view of envy as constitutionally based engendered much debate amongst her 
colleagues.  Although Klein was born about 25 years later than Freud, life for her as a female in a patriarchal 
society was not easy.  She was not allowed to go to medical school as she wanted due to her family’s wish she lead 
a traditional life with marriage and children.   The societal dictates of the time demanded that women even if 
professionals were limited to work with the church, children, or in the kitchen.   It is easy to see how this type of 
restricted hierarchal structure creates oppression and could lead to envy. 

However, Klein was a feminist during a very difficult time in the history of women. Within psychoanalysis she 
challenged the notion of the centrality of the penis in the development of the female psyche.  Her theoretical and 
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clinical emphasis was instead developed and organized around the mother and her breasts, not the father and his 
penis.  Klein broadened the exclusive female gender-bias perspective about envy to include males or females since 
both sexes work out their early transition from the mother’s breast.  Thus, she established the gender-neutral 
possibility to envy. 

One of Freud’s important contributions was the impact of the body on the psyche (Ellman, 2000).  I can only 
assume Freud might have had some personal issue about envy or he, too, was reflecting the social custom to 
silence admission of envy.  Respecting the historical/cultural context of Freud at the time he made his scientific 
contributions, penis envy can be understood as a metaphor reflecting a woman’s sense of her powerlessness in the 
world rather than simply or only a wish for an anatomical part.  Freud generalized male anatomy and development 
to women without regard for their differences (Grossman and Stewart, 1977; Chasseguet-Smirgel, 1970; and 
Horney, 1939).   Thus, penis envy as a developmental metaphor can be understood as the child’s early envious 
wishes to have it all.  Stated another way, part of maturity is developing a healthy ego ideal to face limitations and 
maximize strengths.  Perhaps, the obsession with being thin (a wish for perpetual youth and perfection) is also a 
metaphor reflecting a wish for power and status. 

DISCUSSION AND CASE EXAMPLES  

Envy is an emotion that humans struggle with psychologically. [NOTE TO AUTHOR:  recommend that you delete 
“psychologically”.  What other kind of struggle does a human have with an emotion?] It is universal, yet 
paradoxically, unspeakable and shameful.  The context of the psychoanalytic relationship is a microcosm that 
creates a fertile environment where these types of comparisons, evaluations, diminishments, and then envious 
reactions flourish.  As well, the context of a patriarchal leadership style intensifies envy in the individual through 
the re-enforcement of idealized social norms.  These standardized norms are transmitted and controlled at the 
individual and social levels.  Therefore, it is natural for all of us to evaluate and compare ourselves with one 
another, to experience envy, relive these experiences in analysis, and cleverly manage this forbidden and shameful 
experience.   Now I’ll demonstrate how envy unfolds within the transference/countertransference encounter using 
cases from both genders with various degrees of pathology.  Of course space does not permit the entire case, but I 
think you’ll see from the relevant portions of the cases I use, how the dynamics of patriarchal hierarchies and envy 
are uniquely exhibited in each case and worked through within the treatment dyad with varying degrees of 
pathology. 

Female Case 

Sondra had considered plastic surgery as an external solution to her emotional distress, but was willing to undergo 
psychoanalysis to better understand the internal underpinnings of her issues.  She immigrated to the United States 
as a teenager from a third world country, desperately wanting to fit in here in her new culture.   Sondra was smart, 
acquired higher education, married, and had children of her own.  Internally, she struggled with an obsessive envy 
of women who had larger breasts than hers.  Sondra felt emotionally devastated when she compared herself to 
women (with larger breasts) in her husband’s presence, thinking he overvalued breast size as well. 

I began to feel impatient with her repetitive obsession with breast size.  Sondra defeated my efforts to help by 
indirectly communicating her pain with excruciating details when prejudice was inflicted against her regarding 
gender, race, and social class.  Increasing tension grew at the transference/ countertransference edge.  I analyzed 
my own issues and realized I had not wanted the role she was assigning me.   She was punishing me as a member 
of the patriarchy with her suffering and lack of progress.  I could see that I had wanted to show her I was different, 
that is, a nice member of the patriarchal hierarchy.  I interpreted to her my sense she was experiencing me as part 
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of the same world that hurt and devalued her, so it was hard to take my help.  Her obsessive focus on external 
issues lessened, our alliance grew stronger, and the work deepened to reveal the following associations. 

Sondra was raised in a large family with little money or privileges.  Her father contributed little economically, and 
on his occasional visits, he was physically abusive to her mother.   Clearly, this patient was deprived on emotional 
and material levels during her important developmental years.   Until I interpreted the hierarchical tension 
between us, she felt that I would see her the way she saw herself.  She experienced me as part of a patriarchal 
hierarchy in which she felt devalued, yet a culture in which she desperately wanted to belong.  This is one of the 
key internal issues in the conflict of envy – overvaluing the other and undervaluing the self within a self-defeating 
cycle. 

I could see many possible unconscious meanings in this woman’s mind for her wish for larger breasts; such as the 
wish for a nurturing mother.   But from our many discussions together, I understood that the breast signified her 
wish to be accepted into a patriarchal culture where this prized part of the female body was both idealized and 
objectified.  Instead, in a parallel manner, she felt deeply rejected by her family, new culture, and perhaps, me. 

Internally, Sondra continued to feel a deep sense of hurt and shame from her early traumatic experiences.  Once 
we worked past the external focus on breast size, there was a young part of her that could barely cope with the 
overwhelming feelings she was now experiencing.   Together we were caught in an envious struggle.  She was 
defeating my efforts towards understanding, yet indirectly demanding I be the loving parent she wanted.  Her 
repetitive torment about breast envy now, within the transference, was an envious struggle between us.  She was 
envious of my perceived adequacy and felt devalued by it.  Thus, she could not take the help from me she sorely 
needed. 

Here, I’ve presented one woman’s internalization of an idealized image of the female body portrayed in this 
culture as a presenting symptom in a case about envy.   The initial envy of breast size developed into a typical case 
of envy within the treatment dyad.  That is, she wanted my help, but felt envy to perceive me as more adequate, 
so initially she had to defeat her progress.  Often attempted defeat of the analyst is called a negative therapeutic 
reaction, but in this milder form, I considered her bind what I call “envy resistance.”  It was necessary to identify 
her projection onto me as the perpetrator of her suffering within a patriarchal hierarchy to proceed.  To further 
explore the issue, I will discuss a male case, where as is often typical, envy is more disguised beneath the 
presenting issues.  

Male Case 

Tom was a 32 year old married man with a four year old son.  He was a hard worker and a dedicated family 
man.  He reported episodes of anxiety that ranged between times of actual panic to other times of mild 
nervousness when he handled complicated and intense situations with remarkable ease.  He declined the use of 
medication hoping he would get relief from his intense anxiety through our therapeutic work.  I was encouraged by 
Tom’s requisite curiosity for analytic work (wanting to identify the deeper issues that motivated him); there were, 
however, other times he approached issues in such a concrete manner that I doubted his psychological-
mindedness.  I wondered if his concrete thinking emerged when he was disconnected from his feelings, stirring 
anxiety (danger) and limiting his ability to self-soothe. 

During the first six months of psychoanalytic therapy Tom reported a decrease in his symptoms of anxiety, but I 
was struck by how unaware he was of devaluing himself.   I also began to feel devalued as my interventions were 
rarely quite right.  However, symptom relief led to other memories, such as, “I never felt like I got it, the way I saw 
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the other kids getting it; you know, like interacting and being with one another.  They laughed together and I didn’t 
understand what was so funny.”  As a young man, Tom’s father came to the United States from a Middle Eastern 
country.  Tom could not consider my intervention that with language and cultural challenges, his father might have 
felt and appeared awkward in this new culture. 

Tom’s resistance took the form of an idealization of his parents that covered his disappointment (and 
accompanying guilt for feeling disappointed).  Due to his conflict about being disappointed in his father for not 
fitting in, idealization was the conscious defense.  Yet in time, Tom admitted, “My parents never had anyone over 
to the house like the other kids’ parents did.  I felt they [the other kids] had it better than me.” 

Tom’s most crippling current worry surrounded his son’s daycare experience.  He was terrified the other boys 
would bully his son and without Tom’s protection, his son would be irreparably harmed.  Although there were 
times his son returned home with stories of being teased, I could see that Tom’s anxious manner, conveyed by 
asking his son dozens of questions, re-enforced the situation.  Then, in a parallel manner, my countertransference 
response was a worry about Tom devaluing himself in his career and family.  I hypothesized that these deep 
worries about his son were a displacement of Tom’s minimization of his own abilities.  This configuration of issues 
between Tom and his son and, Tom and me, comprised the major resistance that covered his own envy.  Let me 
explain by illustrating some clinical material. 

Tom recalled as a boy he felt like a “wimpy nerd.”  Although now as an adult he feels intelligent, then, as a boy, he 
felt he was over-sensitive and uncoordinated, falling short of the male ideal.  Neither parent understood, nor 
helped him deal with these distressing early feelings.  Ironically, even though Tom was very involved in his son’s 
daily experience, his anxiety limited his emotional availability to his son. 

He couldn’t say the words “I envied,” but he described many situations of envy, where he wished he was more like 
some other boys and had thoughts of their failing in some way.  “It wasn’t fair,” he would say.  Further associations 
emerged of Tom’s life in the shadow of his older brother who was revered as gifted and talented academically and 
athletically by his family and many teachers who taught both brothers. 

I tried to link these experiences with the mannerin which  he currently underplayed his abilities.  Initially, he would 
resist my intervention by exaggerating what I had said, “You want me to brag and show off.  Where would that get 
me?”  He was in quite a bind.   He was fighting for his own inferiority.  I could see that this defeat of my 
interventions as both competition and as a fear he might be envied.  I interpreted his anger with me, realizing in 
his mind I, like his parents, did not understand what facing all of this would mean.  I interpreted to him that even 
though he came for help, he seemed to have to figure everything out for himself, as if taking my help was 
admitting I had something he wanted.  Also, if I had something to offer I moved from the familiarity of the 
devalued maternal transference to the many faceted and intense father transference.   He was trapped in a 
conflict that necessitated him retaining a position of inferiority, even though on another level, he wanted to 
believe he had all the answers himself. 

He was angry to have spent so much of his life trapped by the myth that he was not smart or capable, yet he was 
still caught in a catch-22 of devaluation.  As well, underlying his anxiety and low self-esteem was an intense envy 
he had never admitted to himself or anyone else.  His defense of inferiority blocked the envious feelings he had 
felt ashamed to admit.  It was difficult for him to realize he considered most people as superior, yet he also felt 
spiteful towards those people.  Characteristic of his younger years, when he judged himself as a “wimpy nerd,” he 
felt further devalued to admit to envy and those intense “girl” feelings.  I might add here that in my clinical 
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experience, men often consider envy a “female” emotion, whereas competition is the parallel male counterpart, 
which is socially accepted, and even valued. 

The next area that opened in our work together was the influence of his father’s culture on their family.  For 
example, the firstborn son was granted the privilege of the father’s namesake and a superior position with the 
other siblings.  Here we see the intergenerational transmission of these cultural beliefs.  A break in this hierarchical 
order was to dishonor his father.  Now, in Tom’s mind he felt disobeying the patriarchal rule was tantamount to 
disgracing his father’s name.   Oedipal issues within this reified patriarchal order were complicated.  Tom’s 
devaluation symptom served as a compromise that kept him safe with his mother who was also devalued in the 
family.  We were now able to understand why he felt so threatened to relinquish the comfort of devaluation.  The 
devalued position protected him from the intense competitive issues with his father and brother and kept him 
close to his mother.  I understood Tom’s anger at me to be for disrupting the equilibrium created by his continued 
devaluation of himself, his son, and me, while facing the intense feelings of envy, competition, and 
anger.  Although there are many ways of understanding Tom’s difficulties, understanding the deeply buried envy 
dynamic, greatly expanded this man’s capacity to function in a life reflecting his true abilities. 

CONCLUSION 

And so, I have used the topic of envy and moved beyond the usual intra-psychic realm, formed within the family of 
origin, to include the manner patriarchal hierarchies, within the broader social network, can intensify this complex 
emotional experience.  Psychoanalysis offers a way for men and women to emerge from the oppression and 
injustice intrinsic to patriarchal hierarchies.  The destructive envy evoked from comparisons to idealized social 
norms can be transformed from silent misery to open discussion of disappointments and expression of 
anger.  Thus, transcending the hierarchical system of black and white thinking and the either/or paradigm of envy, 
the other does not have to be destroyed in order to have what is desired. 

There is really not a cure for envy, but with dynamic understanding and analytic interpretation using transference 
and countertransference, its malignant crippling effects can be mitigated.  Envy can be used as a signal that 
identifies choices, not a life of self-absorption or devaluation of the self and idealization of the other.  In the 
context of hierarchies, it means being secure so not to be taken in by the popular culture (a standardized ideal) or 
the beliefs of the privileged as necessary to feel whole.  I am fascinated by the intricacies of these social issues as 
they are interwoven in our minds and come alive with our patients. 
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Introduction 
The Art of Psychotherapy gives shape to a two egos’ dance, egos which constantly move and interact together as in 
a mirror image. Despite the fact that a psychotherapist leads the pair, each element involves itself in the 
interaction and recreation of every step. The dance and influence are drawn at each and every second and built 
through multiple interactions that an untrained eye may not see. It’s the milliseconds of a muscular contraction, 
catching a glimpse of a look, the blink of an eye, the moment of a verbal interaction… it´s the verbal and the non-
verbal, it´s the conscious and unconscious… 

In daily interactions, a significant part of the communication is done through body language, expressed in gestures 
and body postures socially assimilated and codified (Lopes, 2000). The first and most intense impressions about a 
person are formed during the first five seconds of contact, while 50% of the positive or negative impressions are 
formed during the next five minutes (Newman, 2004). All this amount of information is based on a transmission of 
emotional characteristics at the unconscious level, based on the signs given by the interlocutor. So, as in other 
daily interactions, the first moments of a psychotherapeutic encounter give rise to first impressions, shaped by a 
transmission of unconscious emotional characteristics and based on the signs provided by both egos that complete 
the interaction. The available literature says that, in the first seconds of an appointment with a new patient, 
psychotherapists tend to form an impression of the likely diagnosis and of the difficulties they will face throughout 
the therapeutic process. The same literature points out that many cues about the patient (e.g., cues provided by 
the person accompanying the patient, greeting styles, the patient’s dress choices or the way the patient speaks) 
seem to influence the process of establishing that first impression (Morrant, 1981). Typically, the first impression is 
accurate, and it correlates positively with the assessment the therapist makes at the end of several hours spent 
with the patient (Morrant, 1981). 

Psychotherapists are, in fact, experts regarding observation, verbal and non-verbal communication, as well as 
interpersonal relations within the therapeutic base. As such, they are beforehand (as well as during their ongoing 
clinical practice) trained in order to be able to draw their attention to certain “behaviour traces” that in such a way 
are associated to, and revealing of important characteristics of the individual under observation. Because they are 
less transferential than subsequent meetings, the initial encounter in the waiting room, as well as the initial word 
exchange, offer unique insights into the patient that should be carefully compared with subsequent impressions 
(Brockman, 1998). 

Essentially, it seems that psychotherapists constantly utilize their adaptive unconscious, which is why, according to 
Gladwell (2005), they are always learning and using their snap judgments and first impressions. The first session in 
a therapeutic setting is like a game, during which its own rules are established and developed (Laungani, 2002). 
The first session therefore is,of crucial importance in several aspects, as it gives both the therapist and the patient 
the opportunity to know and evaluate each other and, at the same time, it gives data about the factors which both 

mailto:alexandra.f.duque@gmail.com�
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patient and therapist offer in their verbal and non-verbal actions,,and enables even the creation of a “predictive 
frame” of the therapeutic process, which has just begun (Morrant, 1981). 

Although the importance of first impressions seems to be undeniable, its underlying mechanisms are not yet 
completely clear, as well as the use that patients and psychotherapists make of it. The decisions and instinctive 
reactions (in other words unconscious reasons) compete with all kinds of interests, emotions and similar feelings, 
reason why those decisions may be shaped by a steady set of clear reasons (projection, for instance). However, a 
comprehension process is never absolutely neutral; instead, it is highly controlled by a set of previous information, 
and at the same time it involves hints, intuitions and hypothesis (always based on the referred set of information) 
all the more, since the subject of understanding is a human being (Laungani, 2002) with all its greatness and 
complexity. So, Brockman (1998) emphasises the importance of a therapist’s first impression, on a patient, 
affirming that this must be kept in mind until it may be understood, since, first impressions have always a meaning, 
even if the psychotherapists cannot understand them right from the start. 

Methods 
In the present work, it is our intention to identify and analyse psychotherapists’ first impressions, as well as their 
applications during therapeutic process. In other words, we aim to understand to what extent the therapists’ first 
impressions are similar among different professionals with different degrees of professional experience (as well as 
personal). In order to do so, we’ve shown to psychotherapists two videos that 
reproduce the first moments of a first session of a psychotherapeutic process. The two videos, with the duration of 
1,5 minutes each, presented a male therapist, working with two patients, one male and one female, of similar 
ages. All three were actors working from scripts, the content of which included the verbal and non-verbal 
components. The actor-therapist was instructed not to speak in such a way as to reduce the influence on the 
therapists who were going to see the “sessions”. On the other hand, the role played by the actors was structured 
based on using the same verbal material, but, balanced by an opposite non-verbal “discourse” in order to control 
the effect of words in the formation of first impressions. 

After being confronted with these stimulus-videos the psychotherapists were questioned about their first 
impressions on these actor-patients. So, as we will see, the data collected indicates the existence, utilization and 
importance of the psychotherapists’ first impressions in a clinical setting. 

Sample Characteristics 
As shown on Table 1., the sample was formed by 20 therapists, each having at least five years of clinical practice, 
as we consider that professional experience may be a significant variable influencing the formation of first 
impressions. Most are female (70%), have a clinical experience of 10 years or more (60%), have masters’ and/or 
doctoral degrees (50%) in their area of base formation (psychology) and describe their theoretical orientation as 
psychoanalytic (90%). 
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Results 
The present work reveals that the therapists, after a first contact with a patient, form first impressions about him, 
being the most of them caused by non-verbal behaviour. 

On the other side, different therapists, with different personal and professional characteristics seem to share first 
impressions on the same stimulus-patients; as shown on Tables 2 and 3, it is even frequent, in present study, to 
come across common reports on first impressions among several therapists. 

 

Tables 2 shows therapists’ first impressions regarding the female patient, suggesting that different therapists 
identified in this patient signs of Depression (60%) and Anxiety  (40%) beyond identifying the patient as being 
closed to the therapeutic relation (40%). 

http://ifpe.files.wordpress.com/2010/05/in_a_glimpse-table1.jpg�
http://ifpe.files.wordpress.com/2010/05/in_a_glimpse-table2.jpg�
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Tables 3 illustrates therapists’ first impressions regarding the male patient, suggesting that different therapists 
identified in this patient signs of Anxiety (70%) and Ambivalence (50%) as well as considering the male patient as 
being Too much at ease (40%). 

In the current study, we also examined the importance of transferential and countertransferential processes. So, 
despite the fact that most of the answers are shared among therapists, some differences in the formation of first 
impressions have been verified, what means that, even though an identical evaluation of the patients among 
different technicians subsists, it seems that the same patients may give rise, in different therapists, to different 
countertransferential issues, which may deeply influence the formation of the first impressions. 

 
As we can see in Table 4, regarding therapists’ countertransferential Issues regarding the female patient, therapists 

report Empathy (25%) and Will to Give Support (20%), and regarding therapists’ countertransferential issues 
regarding the male patient, as shown in Table 5, therapists report contradictory countertransferential issues, as 

30% refer experiencing Empathy (30%) and 30% refer sensing No Empathy (30%). 

http://ifpe.files.wordpress.com/2010/05/in_a_glimpse-table3.jpg�
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It is then possible to verify that the most frequent answers, although not having a major frequency, are 
contradictory, as “positive” and “negative” feelings are presented with same or similar frequency, that is to say, 
the therapists’ countertransferential issues were not common, especially when the male patient is concerned. 

When speaking of hypothetical clinical intervention with the patients, as well as of their expectations on the 
development of the therapeutic process and relationship, it seems that there is some kind of a consensus, in what 
the specific needs of these interventions are concerned. 

 

As shown on Table 6, regarding female patient’s therapeutic relationship and process, the therapists identified the 
need to Clarify Transform/Translate (50%) the request as well as predicted a Difficult Therapeutic Relation (50%) 
and Difficult Therapeutic Process (45%). 

http://ifpe.files.wordpress.com/2010/05/in_a_glimpse-table5.jpg�
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As shown on Table 7, regarding therapists’ forecasts in what concerns the therapeutic relationship and process of 
the male patient, the therapists identified the Need to Define Complaint/Request (50%) and the Need of 
Exploration (40%), as well as predicted a Difficult Therapeutic Process (50%) and an Easy/Regular Establishment of 
a Therapeutic Relationship (40%). 

Discussion 
So, the current study seems to confirm the importance of first impressions in psychotherapeutic setting. 

According to some authors, first impressions are often and decisively shaped by attitudes and other stimuli 
displayed by the assessed subject. For some reason, such stimuli trigger memories of other individuals the assessor 
came in contact with, in their past, producing an effect of dejá connu (Noffsinger, Pellegrini and Burnell, 
1983).Some studies report a vast number of stimuli capable of triggering such associations, examples of which 
include perceived tension in the face or lips, shape of the eyes and shape of the face (Noffsinger, Pellegrini and 
Burnell, 1983). These findings are also consistent with the results found in our study. 

Along with association, other factors have also been emphasised: the role of transference, in that the assessor 
seems to define his impression of others through projections of his own previous experiences (Marcus & Holahan, 
1994); and the role of countertransference, suggesting that the analyst should go back to his own unconscious, as 
a receiving organ, towards the patient’s transmitting unconscious (Freud, cit. in Leitão, 2003), making it possible to 
assume that the analyst’s unconscious understands the patient’s unconscious (Heimann, cit. in Leitão, 2003). So, 
the data of present work indicate the existence, utilization and importance of the therapists’ first impressions in a 
clinical meeting. Most therapists assume that, when making predictions concerning the therapeutic process and 
the patient’s history, they make use of their first impressions, either in the format of mental or written records; 
however, they do not discard the possibility that such predictions may be proven wrong, or that the patient may 
surprise them. All therapists who participated in the study, were conscious of this reality and have even 
acknowledged that it is the awareness of these “snap judgements” that allows these to be constantly controlled so 
that they don’t dazzle the therapist, giving instead tracks for new ways in the sphere of the therapeutic process. As 
a matter of fact, it seems to be important to take first impressions into account, either as intuition, or as a way of 
snap judgments, but moreover as guiding information. 

Beyond the presented results, we found several variables that significantly affect therapists’ responses. The 
variable “presentation order” carried some influence – it seems to have altered the focus of attention and, 

http://ifpe.files.wordpress.com/2010/05/in_a_glimpse-table7.jpg�
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consequently, the therapists’ sensations or feelings concerning each of the patients. For example, regarding the 
male patient, our data points towards a higher sensation of aggressiveness and an “excessive easiness” among 
those therapists who were first exposed to the video featuring the female patient, while those who saw the videos 
in the reverse order mentioned more often the feeling of anguish, despair, ambivalence, anxiety and 
“unavailability to interact”. So, our data seems to suggest a higher “sympathy”, or empathy, towards the patient 
(be it male or female) who is featured in the first video seen. A comparison between the two conditions showed 
that more negative sensations were reported when that same patient was featured in the video seen last. When 
examining the responses given according to the variable “sex of the therapist”, 
we see that this factor may carry some influence on the therapists’ first impressions, for differences were found 
between the responses of male and female therapists. They were, however, isolated differences, which do not 
reflect opposite approaches or assessments of the patient. We can only state here that, as it happens with other 
personal characteristics, the therapist’s sex (or their gender experience) may direct their “clinical eye” to one of 
the patient’s most salient features instead of another, rather than conditioning the assessment and procedure 
towards the patient. For instances, concerning the female patient, male therapists mentioned more often that 
they felt her as more asthenic and sad, while female therapists focused on her “unavailability to interact”. As to 
the male patient, we have also seen noteworthy differences, i.e. compared with their female counterparts, male 
therapists seem to have privileged the patient’s “external attribution” and “low motivation”. 

Our study shows that the variables “Professional Experience of the Therapist” and “Academic Training of the 
Therapist” have, as well, some influence in the responses.  This finding is supported by the reviewed literature 
which states that both the development of the relation and the therapeutic process are significantly influenced by 
the therapist’s technical abilities, professional experience, personality traits and selfknowledge 
(Eizirik, 1995; Eizirik, Polanczyk, Schestatsky, Jaeger & Ceitlin, 2007; Kernberg, 2000; Mogul, 1982). In the current 
study, we saw that the more experienced therapists tend to mention more frequently such characteristics as 
“deep pathology”, “withdrawal”, “restraint” and “defence”, while less experienced therapists seem to focus their 
attention on the diagnosis of depression or on characteristics such as “arrogance”, “falsity” or “insecurity”. 
Moreover, the more experienced therapists resort more often to their first impressions when formulating 
metaphors and interpretations, while their less experienced colleagues tend to privilege the information obtained 
during the course of their first contact with the patient and through the patient’s verbal speech and/or tone of 
voice. 

So, our study showed that the process of first impressions formation in psychotherapeutic context is not free from 
the influence of multiple variables (situational, personal, professional). We saw that therapists are capable of 
forming first impressions about their patients and that they exhibit a similar pattern as to the use they make of 
those impressions throughout the therapeutic process. Within our sample, the process of forming first impressions 
seems, on the one hand, to be an unconscious and uncontrollable process; on the other hand, therapists seem to 
be aware of it and also aware of the likely influence of such impressions in their relation with their patients. 
Therapists participating in this study have frequently mentioned the need not to assume their first impressions as 
unquestionable truths, underlining the need to keep an open mind and allow the patient to surprise them. They 
have also pointed out that it is necessary to gauge, understand and explore their first impressions during the 
session, and throughout the therapeutic process. 

Conclusions 
Regarding the general conclusions found in our study, we can say that this study indicates that therapists do form 
first impressions in the therapeutic setting and, while falling short of establishing complete correspondence among 
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the different therapists’ first impressions, we saw that, on the whole, those impressions were not contradictory. 
Another general conclusion is related to the idea that first impressions among different therapists concern similar 
issues; they are based, for the most part, on the patient’s nonverbal behaviour; to a lesser extent, on patients’ 
incongruencies, mostly regarding the relation between non-verbal and verbal behaviour; and, at the end of 
spectrum, on the patient’s verbal discourse alone. We also found highly congruent answers as to the therapists’ 
general predictions on the development of the therapeutic process and relation. The disparity seen in the results 
stems only from differences at the level of instrumental prognosis, meaning that, different therapists present 
different “therapeutic projects and courses of action”, thus identifying and highlighting different needs of the 
patient. Moreover, the existence and significance of first impressions is acknowledged and stressed by the majority 
of those therapists who are cautious in making use of them; in other words, therapists take them to be an 
important starting point in the process of knowing and developing a relation with the patient. That said, therapists 
do not consider themselves to be experts in first impressions formation; they constantly reaffirmed the need not 
to lose contact with the “actual” patient, and not to act only on the basis of information obtained via 
“instantaneous judgments”. Thus, therapists in our sample often use data from their first impressions both in their 
evaluation of the patient and as a means to conceptualize the patient; however, they hardly use their first 
impressions as “therapeutic action”. 

We can therefore conclude that, despite the undeniable significance of first impressions in the therapeutic 
process, such impressions should hardly be taken as credible “shortcuts”. As pointed out by the therapists, they 
are seen as cues, or working orientations, to be necessarily subject to further validation, interpretation, 
understanding and exploration, not only in the context of the therapeutic relation, but  also in the multiple 
contexts of the therapist himself, whose personal and professional variables carry significant influence in the 
process of first impressions formations in psychotherapeutic context. 

“A cloud does not know why it moves in just such a direction 
and at such a speed, it feels an impulsion…. this is the place 
to go now. 

But the sky knows the reason and the patterns behind all 
clouds, and you will know, too, when you lift yourself high 
enough to see beyond horizons.” 

Richard Bach 
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HEARING VOICES AND SPEAKING IN TONGUES:  
A SEARCH FOR PSYCHOANALYTIC HOLY GROUND 

By Douglas R. Hansen, MSW, LCSW 

I am continually seeking to marry my experience of unconscious process with my experience of the Divine.  Both 
types of experience speak of Winnicott’s idea of the paradox of creativity and discovery, as components of 
personal meaning making.  Both types of experience have been transformative in my relationship to myself, and to 
my interactions with clients and significant others.  Today I would like to describe four events that I have entitled 
as Hearing Voices.  I am aware that the phrase is often used to describe auditory hallucinations.  Perhaps there is 
some application of that idea to these events, but, in a broader sense, I am using it to allude to the sense of being 
spoken to, by the Other (capital O).  All of the events involve my quest to love, and be loved.  The second part of 
my paper, Speaking in Tongues, refers to the twin passions that fill me regarding personal faith and relational 
psychoanalysis.  In its original use in the New Testament, speaking in tongues meant a baptism by the Holy Spirit 
that led the believer to praise God in unknown languages.  The baptism was thought to edify the recipient but 
required an interpreter for others to benefit.  In my religious childhood, speaking in tongues was equally 
considered to be a sign of the spiritually elite; a kind of Christian narcissism; and a source of contempt for my 
father, a minister in the tradition of biblical exposition, who had little use for religious emotional display.  Using 
glossolalia as a metaphor, I will speak to my belief in an inclusive God and in the neuroscience of limbic love.  The 
final section of my presentation, the search for psychoanalytic Holy Ground, posits that Winnicott’s idea of the use 
of the object, Benjamin’s idea of destruction and recognition, and Ghent’s notion of surrender are equally useful 
for psychoanalytic therapy and for spiritual growth: theories and theologies must be destroyed to see if any One 
survives. 

HEARING VOICES 

My father’s death in the winter of 1984 had precipitated my first major depression.  Unable to grieve, I sought 
rather frantically to pursue a relationship with a woman and her two young children.  I was embarrassed of my 
emotional instability and sought a relationship to restore what I had known of myself.  The closer I moved to this 
person, the greater my anxiety bloomed.  Panic attacks, weight loss, obsessions, and sleeplessness were the 
manifestations of a self I no longer recognized.  With tricyclics and psychotherapy, eventually the depression 
lifted.  But I had convinced her to marry me and we were miserable.  The guilt of hurting her and her children 
made it very difficult for me to extract myself from the marriage.  In addition, I felt ashamed in relation to my 
church community. 

The Baghdad Café was a popular movie at the time.  Having seen it, I purchased the sound track that featured the 
theme song entitled “I’m Calling You”.  I listened to it often when I was at home, alone.  One day I was sweeping 
the kitchen floor and found a used wine cork that had fallen behind a chopping block.  Retrieving it, I looked for the 
stamp of the winery.  Instead of a vintner’s name, the cork read:  No Matter How Far You Have Gone Down The 
Wrong Road, Turn Back. 

Now I have had my share of wine since leaving my teetotaling childhood home and I am not familiar with wineries 
dispensing sage wisdom on the sides of their corks.  I was grateful for the message and made use of it and turned 
around.  But how do I understand this experience as a psychoanalyst and a man of faith?  Did this really happen or 
was it a daydream?  Was it a message from my unconscious or a divine encounter or both?  Why did I put the cork 
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back in the birdcage with all the other used corks?  Did my despair and brokenness open me to hear this 
voice?  What role, if any, did Jeveeta Steele’s recording of “I’m Calling You” play in this experience?  James 
Grotstein has suggested that if God exists in me, it is in my unconscious.  I am fond of the idea. 

The second voice I heard also occurred in the midst of a painful relationship.  (Maybe this paper should be titled 
“Wine, Women, and Song”).  During my analysis, I agonized over my unhappiness in my marriage.  I got to the 
point of being sick of hearing myself talk about it, and wondered how my analyst could stand to listen to another 
day of me. 

Driving to work early one morning, I stopped at a stoplight next to a cemetery at Aurora Avenue and 115th.  My 
best childhood friend, who is a college professor, had lost a former student, who was hit by a bus at that 
intersection, while on her way to work.  Suddenly, my father’s voice was in my car. “You need to leave”.  My father 
had been dead for 18 years.  What to make of this visitation when I had been having serious doubts about an 
afterlife?  Was this some split-off, disembodied authority of my unconscious?  Was the grief of another marriage in 
ruins rekindling aspects of the loss of my father?  Were the cemetery and the death of the young woman lending a 
sense of urgency to resolve my impasse regarding my marriage? 

If there is an afterlife, can my dad actually make contact with me?  In my marital failures, I experienced guilt, 
shame and condemnation.  Here is the voice of the biblical expositor telling me I need to leave?  Is this a spiritual 
experience? 

The experience of the third voice was an internal subjective experience.  It was closer to what I think of what most 
people experience when listening to their internal world in that it was not audible but certainly instructive.  I had 
finally discovered my capacity to grieve, or, more accurately, grief had finally showed up.  For two months, daily I 
sobbed over the loss of ever loving and being loved, of ever being or finding an ideal love.  The grief eventually felt 
so different from the major depressions in that I could no longer struggle or battle.  I surrendered.  I thought the 
grief would never end.  But then, within me, was the sense of “Be still and know that I am God”.  Or in less biblical 
terms, “Keep your hands open and shut the fuck up”.  Even though the instruction felt right, it ran counter to the 
sense of me that worked on my problems.  I was confused because I wanted to be psychologically or consciously 
responsible for my choices and myself.  In retrospect I now understand the grief as opening me to the Mystery of 
my unconscious.  But does God say fuck? 

The fourth voice I heard was an encounter my love and I refer to as “The Train Wreck”. 

Having been friends for a few years, we were having a conversation on an October afternoon when love showed 
up as an exhilarating and terrifying collision of our lives. 

I was not looking for her but there she was.  This was terribly inconvenient and frightening.  I didn’t understand 
how this could happen.  I didn’t believe in “soul mates” but all I wanted to do was talk to her.  Can anything be 
terrifyingly comfortable?  I tried to deconstruct it like Scrooge dismissing the appearance of Marley’s ghost.  “A 
spoiled bit of potato, perhaps”.  It has felt like a gift from that day forward.  While we have made decisions to 
foster our love, its existence has never seemed to be our doing.  It is an intersubjective third, as some 
psychoanalysts are prone to suggest.  Both of us would like to take credit for how wonderful it is but our keen 
awareness of our past failures continually keeps us hearing a “not me” voice for which we are always full of 
gratitude.  Recently, a client described an encounter with a man that knocked them off their tracks.  While I 
listened intently, I wondered.  And wondered.  Why to some people and not to others?  Is it co-constructed?  Is 
this what my parents meant when they talked about God’s will for my life?  Given our past histories, our internal 
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working models, how can this be?  A few years later, my love arrived at my house  for our customary weekend 
rendezvous, and described a rather powerful experience that she had while driving north.  She was stopped at a 
light on Aurora and 115th when she suddenly had an epiphany regarding my father.  I had never told her of my 
previous experience of his voice.  She had never met him.  As I type this I get chills.  I weep for the Mystery that 
inhabits our lives. 

SPEAKING IN TONGUES 

As a child I was taught that having a “personal relationship with Jesus Christ” ensured the path to 
heaven.  Organized Christianity located itself as an authoritative voice regarding the authenticity of an individual’s 
conversion as well as the arbiter of behavioral norms and social conventions that dictated the life-style of the 
believer.  I have come to think of this as “an impersonal relationship with Jesus Christ”.  So I speak in the tongue of 
a very personal faith that is inclusive of the personality and subjectivity of the believer.  I believe in God as an 
adaptive Other, One who can inhabit mind states that resonate with the believer.  I speak in the tongue that 
understands a Divine connection as a co-constructed phenomenon.  The meaning must be personally derived, and 
can only be “interpreted” by the participant themselves through their felt experience. Others benefit from hearing 
my voice because it speaks of a God of inclusiveness, a God who exceeds the limits of any churches’ theology, a 
God who can contain and relate to the experience of being human.  Each person’s understanding of faith is 
personally unique.  I teach in a Christian graduate school that welcomes such a spoken tongue. 

Limbic Love 

I seek to speak in a tongue which combines attachment neuroscience with relational psychoanalysis.  The success 
of the treatment is largely contingent on the mind of the analyst being able to resonate, recognize and revise the 
procedural “rules” that inform the patient about how to participate in an intimate relationship.  Limbic love is lived 
in the consulting room.  It cannot be assimilated cognitively.  It can only be incorporated unconsciously. 

Karlen Lyons-Ruth described the procedural memory of how to be in a relationship as implicit relational 
knowing.  Such procedural memory is stored in the limbic system of the brain.  The limbic system is also the home 
of the amygdala and the hippocampi, which function as the gas pedal and the brakes of emotional experience, 
respectively.  As a therapist, I listen to my patient’s stories for themes that will inform me about the relationship 
that the client will want to establish with me.  The patient’s limbic system expresses itself with Attractors, groups 
of associated cells, which seek resonance with my limbic system. (Lewis, Amini, and Lannon).  The resonance leads 
the patient to feel understood about how they seek to attach to others. The patient becomes aware of having a 
mind that makes meaning.  My capacity to resonate with their “internal working model” (Bowlby) enables me to 
join in supplementing their capacity to regulate their emotional experience.  The regulatory function of our 
relationship deepens the patient’s trust and dependency on me for the emotional stability necessary for eventual 
self-modulation.  Meanwhile, I offer my limbic system to the patient, offering new relational experiences that are 
not a match for the patient’s Attractors.  The emotional bond of resonance and regulation invites the patient to 
discover, implicitly, new ways of being in relationship.  The patient gradually becomes a new person as I offer my 
Attractors to them, hopefully connecting to unmet needs and desires which have been split off or repressed due to 
a lack of recognition. 

Transformation through limbic love can take a long time in treatment.  Unlike the neo-cortex with autobiographical 
memory and cognitive learning, the limbic system changes very slowly.  The cost of limbic therapy, my version of 
psychoanalysis, is significant, and is only exceeded by the cost inherent in avoiding it.  But the reward of living and 
loving with passion and expressiveness is priceless. 
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THE SEARCH FOR PSYCHOANALYTIC HOLY GROUND 

In Winnicott’s paper The Use of the Object (1969), he described a process in development whereby the child 
moved from object relating to object usage.  The central dynamic involved the child attacking and destroying the 
internal representation of the parent in order to further the child’s agenda.  Alan Schore suggests that this occurs 
by the child temporarily suspending empathy for the parent and turning her/his sole focus onto the child’s own 
desire.  If the external parent can survive the attack upon the child’s internal representation of them, not retaliate, 
and, in fact, lend their support to the process, the child is able to have the experience that parental presence and 
love exists separately from the child’s control.  The child is then able to make use of love because it is no longer felt 
to be solely a projection of the child’s own wishes.  The existence of the child’s desire is no longer laden with guilt 
and shame because the real parent in external reality was able to survive the attack without retaliation.  Winnicott 
thought that this was largely an unconscious process, and that the destruction/survival process was something 
that was ongoing in the child’s development. 

Jessica Benjamin’s paper Recognition and Destruction (1990) expands Winnicott’s idea in stressing the essential 
ongoing nature of the destruction of static representations of self and other, in order to further the recognition of 
the subjectivity of each member in the dyad; the infant-mother and the patient-analyst. She moves from an 
infantcentric perspective to introduce a process of mutual recognition which requires an ongoing dialect of 
destruction leading to recognition leading to destruction and so on.  Referring to the earlier “tongue” of limbic 
love, Benjamin would advocate that the “rules” that govern the implicit relational knowing (Lyons-Ruth) are co-
constructed by the intersubjective interplay between the two partners. 

Emmanuel Ghent’s paper on Surrender (1990) illuminates the process of destruction as a letting go of the adaptive 
self that has been impinged upon by the caregiver in order to surrender to all that one knows oneself to be, and to 
its expression.  Ghent stresses that one cannot choose to surrender but discovers it happening to one’s self.  He 
sees it as a force for growth (Milner) that can be expressed as a creative fury, wanting to destroy compliant 
adaptation in favor of authenticity.  Ghent contrasts the willful submission which requires a vigilantly defined 
Other, with Surrender to an ever-increasing sense of awareness and consciousness (Chardin) of self in the world. 

The thinking of Winnicott, Benjamin, and Ghent has been applied to the psychoanalytic relationship by many other 
writers and thinkers.  I would like to suggest that one attachment that patients attempt to destroy is the 
relationship of the analyst to her/his theoretical preferences.  I would suggest that the force for this attempt is to 
discover if the therapist can recognize the patient’s subjectivity beyond the therapist’s internal representation of 
the patient.  The reciprocal recognition would be of the therapist as a person in his/her own right, not only the 
image of the analyst in the consulting room. 

Today, I would like to apply these ideas to the believer’s relationship to theology and to the experience of the 
Divine.  It is my thesis that the discovery of the Mystery in epiphanal experience may be contingent upon the 
ongoing destruction of one’s theology.  In Schore’s terms, the believer must suspend his/her empathy for God and 
surrender to his/her own desire, in order to discover if God can take it.  Most theologies and religions allude to a 
retributive God who is punitive and vengeful.  In my earlier reference to the tongue of inclusive faith, I suggest that 
the onus for adaptivity ought to be on God, not the believer.  If God exists, God must be more than the fragile 
narcissist who requires constant mirroring.  If God is the source of creativity, God must be receptive to each 
individual’s expressiveness.  If God is God, otherness must exist.  Unity too. 

For some Christians, the meaning of the death and resurrection of Christ is the discovery that Christ can accept 
their destructiveness at the cross, but overcome its mortality in the resurrection.  It is not a story of retaliation but 
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of limitation; the limitation of one’s destructiveness.  It enables the believer to accept one’s own capacity for 
inflicting pain but one no longer needs to fear that it is fatal.  Surrender in Ghent’s terms is possible because one’s 
self expression is no longer feared as being fatal.  The believer becomes aware of the capacity to love. Christ’s 
resurrection is taken as evidence that God can desire the expression of separateness by the believer without 
retaliation. 

I am aware that many believers from my particular heritage, the Judeo-Christian one, are not aware of their 
theology as a representation of God.  They have what Fonagy calls a state of mind regarding faith known as 
“psychic equivalence”.  Such a mind equates a belief as the same as external reality.  The God they say they believe 
in is the God who exists.  This is true of fundamentalism in any religion. 

Fonagy and Target write that the state of psychic equivalence must be combined with the state of play known as 
“pretend” mode, in order for the reflective function to emerge. A person must play with her/his ideas of God in a 
way that is real, but not too real.  Scott Peck believed that this was also a critical stage of faith, known as 
doubt.  The believer who has no room for doubt cannot play with theology.  But for believers who can tolerate 
doubt, it may relate to faith in a dialectical of recognition and destruction in relationship to God.  In the first 
section of this paper regarding hearing voices, my encounters occurred unexpectedly and in ways that did not fit in 
with my theology at the time.  The events “destroyed” my preconceptions while leading to an experience of feeling 
recognized by God while recognizing the presence of the Mystery in my life. 

Conclusion 

I am thankful for this opportunity to pull together my spiritual experiences with some of my favorite 
psychoanalytic ideas.  My psychoanalytic experience has enabled me to identify with my Judeo-Christian heritage 
but also fostered the development of my own voice(s) within both communities.  Events such as this conference 
are evidence of openness to spirituality in the psychoanalytic community.  Teaching at Mars Hill Graduate School 
has revealed openness to psychoanalytic ideas in the Christian community.  I have discovered a place to stand; a 
psychoanalytic Holy Ground. 

 

Doug Hansen, MSW, ACSW is a relational psychoanalyst in private practice in Seattle. He is an 
adjunct professor at Mars Hill Graduate School and at Seattle University. 
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CAPTURED AND ENRAPTURED BY THE MUSE: PSYCHOANALYSTS DISCUSSING POETRY   

By Merle Molofsky 

This paper was presented at the 20th Interdisciplinary Conference of the International Forum for 
Psychoanalytic Education in Seattle, Washington, November 2009. 
 
Psychoanalysts and poets live in a world of symbolism, imagery, and heightened language, moving fluidly between 
conscious and unconscious process, among shifting and conflicting emotional states, seeking meaning.  In March 
2009, I was invited to lead an on-line forum on poetry for a psychoanalytic organization.  I began the discussion 
inviting participation thusly: “Poetry is the consummate language of the human psyche, the fusion of symbolic 
communication, music, and meaning.  Poetry is the verbal interface between primary process and secondary 
process, guided by creative artistry.  Freud said that poets are the best psychologists, meaning not that among 
psychoanalysts the poets are the best, not at all, but that the dramatic poets such as Goethe and Schiller best 
penetrated the depths of the human psyche.” 

Participants in the on-line forum were invited to submit poems of no more than 40 lines, either original work of 
their own or work by other poets.  For the three weeks of the forum, I would choose poems for discussion from 
those submitted.  I emphasized that the discussion would focus on the reader’s response to the poem.  “What 
does the poem evoke in you?  What thoughts and feelings and memories are stimulated by the poem?”  I further 
stipulated that we were not to discuss the poet’s psyche.  We were not to analyze the poet.  We were to learn 
from our own response, to enjoy our own process of discovery. 

Literary discussions of poetry focus on imagery, music, and meaning of a poem.  Participants in the on-line forum 
were encouraged if they so chose to address prosody: tropes and the musical impact of rhythm, rhyme, and 
repetition.  I acknowledged the importance of the awareness of literary elements.  Even more so, I envisioned 
personal response, individual resonance with meanings of the poem.  In essence, I was asking, “Does this poem 
convey something of unconscious fantasy, unconscious process, affect, memory?  Does it create a sense of 
oneness or of anomie?  What do you resonate with?  What engages you?”  My aim was to encourage a free 
associative process that would allow us to share our expanding understandings of the deepest meanings of human 
experience as they are expressed in poetry and shared by all. 

The basic guidelines for discussion are a paradigm for exploring transference and countertransference responses in 
the analytic situation.  To explore one’s own responses to symbolic creative process is akin to exploring one’s own 
countertransference.  Psychoanalysts who read and listen to poetry are training themselves to resonate further 
with dreams, free association, fantasies, primary process, and transference wishes.  And of course, much more. 

Prominent members of the community submitted their own poems, which had literary merit and deep 
meaning.  Participants identified and resonated with themes of leaving, silence, loss, and non-existence.  Water 
imagery evoked a sense of nature and impermanence, and led to many associations, some serious, some 
humorous.  One poem describes a world overwhelmed by flooding, an engulfing and predatory ocean.  Since all 
psychoanalysts have undergone personal analysis, we can assume that the analysts responding to this poem had 
access to their own memories of feeling overwhelmed, flooded, engulfed, at risk of annihilation, either in their 
personal lives, their clinical work, or both.  Certainly these analysts would be able to recognize and resonate with 
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similar feelings experienced by their analysands.   We frequently are witness to clinical manifestations of fear of 
symbiotic engulfment, of annihilation of self and individuality.  To resonate with such imagery in a poem means we 
can resonate with clinical manifestations of such fears.  Poets can be aware of such feelings, which to some extent 
are universal, and poets find a way to symbolize and sublimate such feelings without being truly overwhelmed or 
engulfed.  Poets provide a pathway to explore these feelings without having been swept away and drowned! 

One participant responded to an image in a poem that evoked a predatory ocean, “[the] ‘monotonously sleeping 
sea quiet to the eyes’ terrifies me.  It only seems quiet to the eyes for there are monsters below.”  After another 
participant referenced Homer’s “wine-dark sea,” a third participant responded, “And hit a Homer and slid across 
home Plato.”  Free associative processes heightened, and as they did, community built.  The ability to share both 
cultural frames of reference and humor, particularly the provocative humor of punning, created a freer and freer 
environment.  We were sharing a language of poetry, a language of free association, in a way very different from 
most psychoanalytic forums.  We were deeply immersed in transitional space.  We were playing.  I offer you now 
fragments of our process.  Please join us, first in contemplation, and later in interchange. 

(Interchange:  All articles published in Other/Wise may be responded to by readers.) 

on reading ammons 

by Gerald Gargiulo 

it’s not the leaving 
that it’s about. 
about leaving 
there is no 
about. 

it’s about the silence, 
like a monotonously sleeping sea 
quiet to the eyes 
can we leave that way? 

that way, non-existence has 
no argument with us. 
we trouble it not 
disturbing with our memories 
what cannot be disturbed 

no wonder we come again 
again to learn 
it’s not about the leaving 
but leaving not troubled 

not troubling the quiet 
emptiness 
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which yearns to remember 
us 
with no trouble at all. 

In sending the poem to the group listserv, I made the following remarks:  “This poem is a meditation on leaving, 
and silence, and non-existence, and emptiness, and memory.  These are ultimately profoundly human themes, 
themes we all have wrestled with, encountered in our own lives, and certainly in our work with analysands.  Your 
thoughts, your feelings, are welcome, and will be seriously entertained by all of us. 

“In stanza four, the poet says, ‘it’s not about the leaving/but leaving not troubled.’  What sort of leaving can lead 
to a leaving not troubled?  What prevents us from attaining leaving not troubled? 

“What impact does the spareness of the poem, the simplicity, have on you?  Does the spareness and simplicity 
evoke silence, or leaving, or emptiness, or something else?” 

My questions are the questions a literature professor, or a high school teacher, might ask!  They were intended to 
spark dialogue, and were my defenses against my fears that people might be too shy to respond without 
encouragement.  I did not trust the “free association” potential. 

In identifying the themes, I stated the obvious, culling the words directly from the poem.  Because the themes 
touch our deepest fears, I thought it wise to articulate them loud and clear, to ease the defenses and resistances to 
approaching the subject matter.  It would be quintessentially natural to defend against the feelings evoked by the 
poem, particularly in a public discussion among analysts.  But it would be quintessentially natural to feel relief in 
being able to do so! 

The first response, by Lou Hagood, was intense.  “Perhaps existence & memory are manifestations in the waking 
world like subatomic particles, emerging, briefly, from the sleeping quantum sea of dream.  Quiet to the eyes, but 
alive with infinite energy.”  He brought us straight to psychoanalytic concerns, the stuff that dreams are made of, 
to dream, and he did it with poetic language of his own.  Lou Hagood has a particular interest in dreams, has 
attended and led many dream workshops, and maintains a blog, at http://PlayingWithDreams.blogspot.com.  Our 
encounter with symbolic process led us to a transitional play space, where we could be allusive, rather than 
academic, free, not constricted by professional jargon.  I did not have to play the role of literature professor. 

The second response was equally intense, and personal.  “I keep reading this poem, trying to feel my way toward 
words articulating my experience of it. 

“I’m troubled when I sense the silence left behind by vanished loved ones, and by my inevitable leaving.  The poem 
suggests to me that there may be an infinite sphere of mind in which remembrance of me and my others can be 
untroubled.  Don’t I want to take, and leave behind, this trouble?” 

The analyst responding did what an analyst should do – she identified the issue being alluded to.  She brought to 
the open the fear of death and abandonment, and of being forgotten.  She named the vanished loved ones, those 
who disappear when they die. 

http://playingwithdreams.blogspot.com/�
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Paul Cooper responded to this post, saying, “Your experience parallels my own, except you have articulated yours 
when you say ‘trying to feel my way toward words articulating my experience of it.’  I had this odd blank feeling of 
not being able to resonate and therefore not being able to use words.  So perhaps that was the experience, right 

within and in front of me and completely missing it.  Perhaps, as with certain patients, the state of ‘not-knowing’ is 

the actual ‘knowing’.  Yes, ‘The quiet emptiness…’” 

This response is resonant with the first analyst’s depth of response, conveys how Paul processes his own feelings 
as human being and as analyst, and provides a model for clinical and personal dialogue.  He is attuned to poetic, 
symbolic process, as analyst, poet, and person. 

Alexander Stein, who is an expert on psychoanalysis and music, and who has written and published extensively in 
this area, responded thusly:  “There is a lexical-affective symmetry.  …[T]his is one of the defining features of what 
poetry can achieve.  I also admire how Jerry has layered and compounded meanings and allusions in key words, 
akin to imagistic or auditory condensation in dream work.  The fulcrum is… Ammons, a word laden with assonant 
and ideational overtones – Amen, endings, Jerry’s spirituality, the distinguished and beautiful poet A.R. 
Ammons….  As I hear it , Jerry offers a haunting paean to loss, a meditation on presence, absence, and 
remembrance tied to the life cycle.”  Stein’s ability to tie the meaning to the music of the poem, his freedom in 
associating the name Ammons to the word Amen, his psychoanalytic and musical and poetic ear integrating 
possibilities for his colleagues, indeed is impressive.  That he did so freely and smoothly is a tribute to the poetry, 
of course, but also to the openness and responsiveness of his colleagues. 

Michael Eigen responded with a poem from his soul, 

What a haunting transmission, deep, enigmatic, true. 

A deep sea within, totally silent, at peace….the deeper one goes, the greater 

the peace…. 

and on the surface, ripples, waves, turbulence. 

So deep, the Sabbath point of soul. 

So deep, the ever moving ripples. 

Poetry offered then was matched by more poetry offered.  Paul Cooper pointed out in one of his comments that 
“poetic response is central to certain aspects of Japanese poetry.”  Further, he said, “A good poem…can evoke 
infinities of response, which says more about the reader than the poem.”  Analysts listen to the poetry of free 
association, to the deepest conscious and unconscious wishes, conflicts, fears, yearnings of the analysand, and in 
the many analysts are evoked infinities of response.  In clinical work we discover that our own infinities of 
response may tell us more about ourselves than our analysand, as Paul said of poetry.  Yet knowledge of our own 
response allows us to offer so much more to our analysands. 

Henry Grinberg’s poem on the watery burial of the city of Torcello also evokes the same pervasive anxiety of 
loss.  The tides and turbulence of feeling that Jerry Gargiulo’s poetry created continued to swirl as we considered 
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Henry’s poem.  Henry’s poem addresses the rage of abandonment, offering us the image of a forgotten drowned 
god who continues to smile beneath the roiling waters as the safe and dry sky gods look down. 

WATER BURIAL AT TORCELLO 

by Henry Grinberg 

As Venice sinks, 
Some miles across the water, 
Trembling beige and brown in torpid mist, 
Here too waters slide upward, 
Washing inset tombs of ancient saints 
Set in the cathedral floor. 
From above, others gaze: 
Cool, grave, lovely and passionate gods, 
In the apsidical mosaics of Torcello. 

The charmed city across the lagoon 
Smiles in easy indulgence, 
Seducing its familiars with colors and wine. 
But here, wetted in cold silence, 
Water pulls and stretches the faces of deities— 
Cool, angry, lovely, gold and ivory undimmed, 
Passionate in silent rage— 
Pulled and stretched, by water unshaped. 

I too lie beneath the waters, 
My face gathering and relaxing 
In the quiet restless wash. 
The glower above matches my lifeless stare beneath, 
Sheltered from the tumbling heat outside, 
Piercing grief and bereavement, 
Though unforgiving. 

Like Venice, 
Torcello, biothanatic, settles into the water. 
But its descent, believed accomplished, alarms not at all. 
Alarms not at all. 
Only I, flagstone-rinsed by implacable inches, 
Stare upward, matching blind hatred, god to god, 
With watered, shining eyes of stone. 

Torcello once was a haven for people fleeing Venice during barbarian invasions.  It is now a saline marsh, with a 
population of about 20.   Analysts share an appreciation and dread of silence.  We appreciate reverie, we dread 
unmovable resistance.  If something is forever dead and buried beneath unforgiving waters, can we dredge it up 
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and bring it to light?  Silence is both a spiritual state of grace and a sinking into non-existence.  Perhaps the 
contemplation of grief, bereavement, and silenced rage caused a momentary lull in the forum 
dialogue.  Comments were sparse and focused on the concrete realities of the poem, the back story rather than 
the imagery or what was being invoked.  The poem itself is complex, deep, beautiful, resonant.  Perhaps I erred in 
offering two melancholy poems back to back.  Too much to bear….  And then…. 

A particularly stirring part of the discussion came when I announced that the upcoming poem for discussion, 
“Hebrew Mamita,” by Vanessa Hidary, could be seen on YouTube.  The YouTube video is poetry in performance, a 
lively “rant” on the theme of a bar pick-up.  Vanessa Hidary describes a man coarsely coming on to her with an 
anti-Semitic attitude.  She explores the experience in a contemporary poetic style, part of the “Poetry Slam” 
culture.  She uses her whole body, the musicality of her voice underscoring the musicality of the poem itself. 

I offered literary background to contextualize the discussion while leaving room for individual associations.  I 
pointed out that worldwide, poetry always has been a performance art, long before written language and 
“literary” tradition, and that much of prosody evolved as an aid to memorization.  I cited Celtic bardic tradition, 
court minstrelsy throughout Europe and the Middle East, African griot tradition, and Greek epic recital.  Blind 
Homer had a prodigious memory (if Homer indeed were blind).    I then referred to the tradition of the “rant,” 
found in the Celtic bardic tradition, Calypso, talking blues, and rap. 

“Hebrew Mamita” evoked deep memories among a number of Jewish women analysts, particularly those who 
grew up as minorities.  The discussion then involved the experience of non-Jewish analysts as well.  We explored 
the concept of the Other.  One Jewish woman, who grew up in a Baptist Bible Belt town, stated, “I am noticing a 
wish to ask the non-Jews reading [these posts] if my own remarks have made them uncomfortable, or to wonder if 
a profession like psychoanalysis with so many Jews has marginalized non-Jews as the Other, the way Jews were 
marginalized in their own cultures of origin. 

“What intrigues me about the power of ‘Hebrew Mamita’ is that the poem has sensitized me to how sensitive I am 
to other people’s reactions.  Am I apologizing in some way for being ‘too Jewish’ or for presuming that 
psychoanalysts are ‘too Jewish’?” 

Another Jewish woman analyst responded, “I loved it, in my flesh.  I know the barstool moment.  I loved Vanessa’s 
beautiful flesh, her articulation, her polite in-your-face gruffness, her body.  I loved her rhythm.” 

She then went on to wonder how the people attending the poetry slam at which “Hebrew Mamita” was performed 
would experience a white Jewish woman using a hip-hop inflected poetry style.  Would the mainly African-
American crowd feel co-opted?  Or would they identify with her?  She also considered how the poem would work 
if the writer/performer were a Jewish man.  From there she speculated on whether the poet consciously uses her 
“flesh and winsome talents” as “weapons in her act.” 

I chose “Hebrew Mamita” because of personal experience.  I commented on this in initiating the discussion, as 
follows:  “During the late 1950’s, I used to participate in poetry readings at the Gaslight Café on MacDougal Street 
in Greenwich Village.  I was a teenager from the ‘outer boroughs,’ seeking ‘culture’, ‘art’, adventure and 
romance.  Most of the poets who read were not teenagers.  They were adults.  Among those adults was a poet 
named Ted Joans, who mocked the outer borough Jewish adolescent girls who frequented the Village.  One of his 
poems referred to these girls as ‘Bronx bagel babies’.  And yes, I found the poem degrading, anti-Semitic, insulting, 
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and hurtful.  ‘Hebrew Mamita’ voices something I could not articulate myself as a teenager among adults.  I was 
more concerned with avoiding the predators among the adults, those trying to manipulate and seduce the girls 
seeking romance and adventure.  Whatever we were seeking, it was not to be found among the predators filling 
the cafés, sitting on the stoops near the store fronts, or at the fountain at Washington Square.” 

A response soon followed.  “Vanessa Hidary’s voice strongly echoes my own struggle between feeling deeply part 
of a group, contrasted with the painful and confusing shame, fear and anger that that group could be hated, 
denigrated, and cast out.  This certainly was a force that I had to reckon with analytically on many levels.” 

The poetry brought the individual experience out of privacy and into shared play space, in a form that analysts 
together could recognize, resonate with, inform their own lives with, and bring to their own clinical practice.  From 
my own self-revelation in choosing the poem and discussing my reasons to do so, to the responses from others, we 
found ourselves touching on many issues from a personal perspective.  Sexual vulnerability, Otherness, 
humiliation, rage, were all identified and willingly explored.  What I find remarkable is the freedom we had to 
delve publicly into issues such as these, issues which are seldom explored in psychoanalytic presentations and 
gatherings.  In the spirit of the forum, I offer a poem of my own, a rant: 

FIRST RANT 

When I call the names of invisible things upon you, 
when you hear your own voice 
calling your own name 
in your left ear, 
when the names of invisible things become nothing, 
yet your skin feels the whisper of names present, 
like a halo, 
when I do these word-deeds with my tongue and voice, 
do not then believe that I have exacted vengeance. 

Nine nights dreaming you will see me dancing, 
and it won’t be me!  It will be 
a fox, perhaps, or a bird, something creaturely, 
naked as a tree, and I won’t be there! 
But I’ll be somewhere, dancing, 
and you will be encircled. 

You are grown earthy; marsh-grass sprouts in damp places, 
moss dapples your back. 
Your tongue lies mute as a stone in your mouth, 
and in your throat nickel begins to boil. 

You are free: run to the river, 
roll in the mud, sink in the waters; 
you shall still be burning. 
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And do not think that I have sought my vengeance 
in these tame events. 

For those who attended the presentation of this article at the 2009 IFPE conference, and for those now reading, I 
will say what I said on the poetry forum, “Rant is an honorable form.” Is that statement defensive?  I find myself 
speculating, is offering this poem for contemplation actually sublimation through art and creativity, or is it 
aesthetically-informed acting out?  Either way, it sure feels good.  I reveal an aspect of myself through rant that I 
don’t particularly choose as public persona, someone angry, vengeful, aggressive – and of course, beneath the 
blatant aggression, someone hurt and sad.  Obviously I am letting this aspect of myself be seen because I trust that 
it is integrated into a self that enjoys psychoanalytic interchange and intellectual and emotional dialogue. 

Rant inspires to action.  While rap and hip-hop inflected poetry in performance is “embodied”, as are sung lyrics, 
political poetry reminds us that “the times, they are a-changing’, that poetry creates change.  What do the 
following lines evoke in you?  “The answer, my friends, is blowing in the wind.”  “I dreamed I saw Joe Hill last night, 
alive as you and me.”  “Where working men go out on strike, it’s there you’ll find Joe Hill.” “This land is my land, 
this land is your land.” “Allons enfants de la patrie, le jour de gloire est arrivé.”  “Buffalo soldiers, stolen from 
Africa.” 

How have the following poets changed or challenged your world view, your perception of reality, your filters? 

Muriel Rukheyser.  Federico Garcia Lorca.  Pablo Neruda. 

In discussing poetry, a dialogue among analysts emerged that was open, free, playful, serious, self-revealing, and 
vibrant.  We shared a language of the soul. 

NOTE:  I would like to express my gratitude to the poets who permitted their work to be presented in this 
paper.  All rights to the poems are retained by the poets, and the poems may not be reproduced in whole or in 
part without consent from their authors. 

Merle Molofsky 
mmpsya@mindspring.com 
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ARTWORK

UNCONSCIOUS SEMIOTICS 

By Jon Mills 

Unconscious Semiotics 
48 in. x 60 in. Oil and Charcoal on Canvas  

 

About Jon Mills: 
My artwork consists largely of abstract expressionism, conceptual 
motifs, and pop. I paint mainly in oils but also create in a variety of mixed media. My overtures to painting are 
often unplanned and involve the use of crude forms and amorphous color schemes that develop a theme 
according to the associations that emerge in my consciousness. My work may become intellectualized once 
initiated, but I rely on the primacy of affect and imago to create and render meaning through the vocabulary of 
emotion, energy, movement, and form. 
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ARCHITECTS OF DELUSION 

By Jon Mills 

Architects of Delusion (Humanity’s Self-Castration) 
28 in. x 48 in. Mixed Media. (plastic, paper, metal, plaster, & enamel on board) 

 

About Jon Mills: 
My artwork consists largely of abstract expressionism, conceptual 
motifs, and pop. I paint mainly in oils but also create in a variety of mixed media. My overtures to painting are 
often unplanned and involve the use of crude forms and amorphous color schemes that develop a theme 
according to the associations that emerge in my consciousness. My work may become intellectualized once 
initiated, but I rely on the primacy of affect and imago to create and render meaning through the vocabulary of 
emotion, energy, movement, and form. 
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